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LIFE IN RAILROAD LOGGiNG CAMPS OF TIlE
SHEVLIN-IIIXON COMPANY, 1916-1950
CHAPTER 1: IT4TRODUCTION

The Research Problem

Railroad logging was a method of harvesting timber by constructing
networks of rails throughout forestlands, then transporting the logs to mills under

locomotive power. The process was an expensive one, however, and required
ownership of extensive timber holdings and large mills backed by considerable
investment capital to succeed (Adams

1961:11; McCulloch 1958:111). Nevertheless,

by the early 1900s, when reduced transcontinental railroad rates made shipping
lumber to eastern markets feasible, logging railroads had become the prime mover
of logs in the Pacific Northwest (Cox 1985:168; Schwantes 1989:177).

To keep loggers and other woods workers close to operations, companies

constructed transportable logging camps. More appropriately considered woods
communities, the camps included a wide variety of buildings and were considered
home to hundreds of company employees. When one vicinity was logged-off, the

entire camp was loaded aboard train flatcars and transported to the next area of
operations. But with the demise of the railroad logging era, camps closed, people
lived at home and traveled daily to work. consequently, a way of life disappeared.

Because the timber industry played such an important role in the
development of the region, remnants of railroad logging camps and their associated

features are perhaps one of the most numerous historical sites found in the Pacific

Northwest. Contract archaeologists or cultural resource specialists working for

federal agencies routinely encounter the remains of camps associated with the
railroad logging era during the course of their survey work. Many of these sites

have been recorded, their cultural materials inventoried, and the network of
railroad grades mapped (Shoup 1981; Tonsfeldt 1987a, 1987b). Yet despite these
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efforts, few inferences can be made about the people behind the objects. This
study attempts to remedy a portion of that neglect by focusing on the physical and
social conditions found in railroad logging camps of the Shevlin-Hixon Company of
Bend, Oregon.

Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis, is to document the physical and social
conditions of railroad logging camps of the Shevlin-Hixon Company from 1916 to

1950. The documentation may then be used as a model to assess other camps, of a

like nature in the Pacific Northwest, during the same time period. Because each
community, just as each individual, is unique, differences between two or more

communities will likely arise. Nevertheless, because residents from separate
communities were employed in the same industry, where they worked at the same

kind of jobs using the same technology during the same period of time the
similarities between communities will likely far out-weigh the differences.

To document the physical and social conditions in Shevlin-Hixon logging
camps, this inquiry wifi pursue the following questions:

Who were the people that worked in Shevlin-Hixon's first logging
camps and where did they come from?

How often did camps move and what was involved in relocating to a
new site?

What kind of buildings and features were present and where were
they located in relationship to one another?

What sort of accommodations did Shevlin-Hixon provide its
employees?
Did married men have their families living in camp and if so, how did
their housing accommodations differ from those of bachelor loggers?

What was the length of time workers generally tended to reside in
camps and why did they leave?
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Did the company provide meals for its bachelor workers and what
was the quality of food?

Where did people get their food, water, and other domestic needs?

Where did children attend school and what childhood activities did
they participate in?
What sort of spiritual guidance was available?

Living in a forest environment and at a distance from towns and
cities, how did camp residents entertain themselves?

What social activities did women participate in together while men
were working and children were in school?
What sort of employment was available for women?

From a practical perspective, this documentation will better equip
archaeologists, cultural resource specialists, and historians with baseline
information in which to interpret the regions social and industrial past. Equally
important, it presents a historical picture of a community and way of life that no
longer exists.

Methodology and Sources
This study follows two lines of inquiry in documenting the railroad logging

camps of the Shevlin-Hixon Company. The first entailed a review of pertinent
literature and documents applicable to the topic, the second involved conducting
oral history interviews with individuals having first hand information about life in
the Shevlin-Hixon camps.

Much of the area once owned by the Shevlin-Hixon Company is now
national forest lands. Deschutes National Forest administers the vast majority of
the company's past timber holdings while Winema and Fremont National Forests

manage the remainder. Public documents available at Deschutes National Forest
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Headquarters pertaining to Shevlin-Hixon railroad logging camps include a
Cultural Resource Overview of the forest by Linda Goddard and Richard L. Bryant

(1979). Shevlin-llixon logging camps and their movements are also described in a

number of cultural resource project reports. Particularly valuable among these is

Bitter Salvage Sale: Cultural Resource Inventory Report #140 by Elizabeth
Sinclaire and Steve Matz (1991). This report includes an appendix with interviews

of two former residents of Shevlin-Hixon logging camps. In addition to the
transcribed material, a video and audio tape of the interviews are also on file with

the Bend/Fort Rock Ranger Districts of the Deschutes National Forest. Although

these interviews provide good, albeit brief, discussions about camp design,
structures, and railroad logging technology, information pertaining to camp social
conditions is virtually absent. A comprehensive map of Shevlin-}iixon's network of

logging railroads was compiled by Robert A. Jensen and is on file at Deschutes
National Forest Headquarters. Two contract reports prepared by Ward Tonsfeldt

Consulting (Tonsfeldt 1987a; 1987b) are on file with the Winema and Fremont
National Forest Headquarters. Although social conditions are beyond the scope of

these reports, they nevertheless provide important information concerning land
ownership and modes of production used by timber companies operating in south-

central Oregon during the first half of the twentieth century. Working documents
on ifie with the Deschutes, Winema, and Fremont National Forests pertinent to the

activities of the Shevlin-Hixon Company include archaeological site reports and
historic Forest Service maps.

The Deschutes County Historical Society in Bend possesses a number of
archival materials important to this research. Among its collection of historical
photographs are scenes of the Shevlin-Hixon mill as well as a few images depicting

the company's logging camps. The Society also maintains a collection of papers
authored by individuals who once lived in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps. Although

only a few of Shevlin-Hixon's company newsletters, the Shevlin Equalizer, are
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extant, the museum houses the entire collection of Brooks-Scanlon's newsletter,

Deschutes Pine Echoes. The newsletters contain invaluable information about
central Oregon railroad logging and sawmilhing and a rare glimpse at living and

working conditions in the camps and mills. Copies of Confidentially Yours, An
illustrated Monthly, published by Dorothy Cale and edited by Sally Johnson are
also on file. Produced during the 1970s, the publications address topics about
central Oregon history. Several of the articles recount activities and incidents that

occurred in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps. The Historical Society also possesses

perhaps the only remaining map of a Shevlin-Hixon logging camp. Produced by
company logging engineer, George Conklin, the map provides detailed information

about "Summit" camp (ca. 1942-1947): its physical location, the number of
buildings in camp and where and how they were used, road and water systems,
and the camp's proximity to the logging railroad (Plate 1).

The Bend Bulletin has good coverage of Shevlin-Hixon activities from a
local view point. By comparison, the Portland Oregonian provides supplemental

material about company operations from a more distant perspective.

The

University of Oregon library, Central Oregon Community College library, and

Deschutes County Library all maintain copies of the Bulletin on microfilm.
Microfilm copies of the Oregonian are available at Oregon State University's
Valley Library.

Central Oregon Community College library also possesses

architectural blueprints of the Shevlin-Hixon mill and archival photographs
depicting company logging scenes.

The Robert Sawyer Papers are on file in Special Collections of the
University of Oregon library. This extensive assemblage of letters includes
correspondence between the Bend Bulletin owner/editor, Robert Sawyer, and chief

executive officers of the Shevlin, Carpenter, and Clarke Company;

parent

company to Shevlin-Hixon. The letters provide detailed information about
company ownership, policy, politics, land exchanges, and so on.

The Oregon State Library in Salem, Oregon Historical Society in Portland,

and Oregon State University Archives all maintain vertical files that contain
historical documents, newspaper accounts, and photographs. Although these
sources include excellent information about the Pacific Northwest timber industry
in general, materials pertinent to the Shevlin-Hixon Company are limited.

Trade journals particularly important to the study include The Timberman
(formerly, Columbia River and Oregon Timberman) and Proceedings of the Pacific

Logging Congress (2 volumes, 1910-1924). The Tirnberman not only provides
excellent coverage of the Pacific Northwest timber industry as a whole but also
published several feature articles as well as numerous minor descriptions about
Shevlin-Hixon miffing and logging operations. Proceedings of the Pacific Logging
Congress are the transcriptions of conferences sponsored by, and for the benefit of,

managers of the Pacific timber industry. Chief executive officers of the Shevlin-

Hixon Company usually attended and often presented papers at these logging
congresses. Presentation topics included discussions about lumber production,

railroad grade construction, employee wages, safety, employee turn-over, logging
camp construction and many others.

Several academic journal articles present information useful for
comparisons about social conditions in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps. Anna Lind's,
"Women in Early Logging Camps" (July 1975) and Joseph Conlin's "Old boy did you

get enough of pie" (October 1979), both in the Journal of Forest History, address
issues of the quantity and quality of cookhouse food and employment opportunities
for women. "I.W.W. in the Pacific N.W.: Rebels of the Woods", by Robert L. Tyler,

Oregon Historical Quarterly (March 1954) was used as a marker by which to
compare labor unrest in the logging camps of central Oregon. Richard A. Rajala's,

"Bill and the Boss: Labor Protest, Tecimological Change, and the Transformation
of the West Coast Logging Camp, 1890-1930", Journal of Forest History (October

1989) provides valuable information about the transition of logging operations
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from male dominated camps to family oriented forest communities. Finally,
"Closing the Lumberman's Frontier: The Far Western Pine Country" by Thomas
Cox, Journal of the West (July 1994) offers insight into closure of Shevlin-Hixon's
mifi due to the company's cutting policy and overproduction. Information provided

by this article was used to formulate questions about how people living in the
Shevliri-Hixon logging camp responded to the news about the company's closure.

One primary source of documents unavailable to this study were the
Shevlin-Hixon Company records. John Shevlin, whose father was in charge of the

company's sales department and a family member of the Shevlin interests, was
interviewed during the oral history component of the study. Mr. Shevlin believes

that company records were disposed of when the Brooks-Scanlon Lumber
Company acquired Shevlin-Hixon in 1950. If records pertaining to the Shevlin-

Hixon Company still exist, they were never discovered during the course of this
undertaking.

The sources noted above generally provide an adequate picture about
Shevlin-Hixon Company policies, modes of production, camp movements and their

associated population densities. Issues concerning the daily life of camp residents,

however, are not well addressed in these materials. Furthermore, information
about the origins of the company's initial work force, the ethnic make-up of logging

camps, the ratio of men to women or bachelors to married men, leisure time
activities, and camp amenities aye almost entirely lacking. In an effort to develop
these social aspects more fully, an oral history project was conducted.

Oral History
Oral history is a method of collecting significant information by means of
tape recorded and transcribed interviews with people having first hand knowledge

about particular human events and circumstances.

By using oral history

techniques we enhance our understanding of the human experience by introducing

new evidence from groups of people hitherto unknown or ignored by researchers
(Indiana Communities Project, n.d.:3; Thompson 1992:7). As Janet E. Rasmussen

has noted, oral history "makes it possible to retrieve specific, otherwise
unavailable information. It enables us to broaden the historical record. And it

affirms human experience as the stuff out of which the fabric of history and
culture is woven" (1993:9).

The principles of oral history seemed particularly well suited for
discovering what life may have been like in the railroad logging camps of the
Shevlin-Hixon Company. Since the target period is the relatively recent past, a
few people or their descendants, would likely stifi be living who possessed first
hand knowledge of camp conditions. The Shevlin-Hixon Oral History Project
began with these assumptions.

The project extended (with starts and stops) over a period of two years.
Roughly three to five months were spent accumulating background information

and formulating questions to ask project participants. Approximately seventeen

months, from August 1994 to January 1996, were spent interviewing subjects,

following leads that too often led nowhere, and transcribing tape recorded
testimony.

The study pursued a strategy of locating participants for the oral history
project in the following manner: Names of individuals mentioned in the ShevlinHixon Company newsletter, the Shevlin Equalizer, as well as those mentioned in

past articles of the Bend Bulletin were cross referenced against the same names
mentioned in a recent issue of the Bend Telephone Directory. Individuals were

then contacted by telephone and asked if they were, indeed, the same person
mentioned in the historical account or a relative or descendant of that person. A
far more successful method of locating interviewees was to ask participants if they

knew of any other persons connected with the camps who might be interested
mparticipatmg in the project.

Fourteen persons participated in the Sheulin-Hixon Oral History Project.
Twelve individuals were formally recorded on seventeen, ninety-minute tapes, for

a total of roughly twenty hours of recording time. Two individuals were not
recorded but contributed significant historical photographs, maps, company
newsletters, correspondence and other documents important to the topic. Eight of

the project participants lived in the logging camps for over twenty years; three
were the children of the logging engineer who was employed by Shevlin-Hixon for

nearly thirty five years; one was the son of a high-ranking company manager; one

the son of a long-time Brooks-Scanlon Company manager; and another a resident

of central Oregon for over seventy years. Subjects consisted of five women and
nine men who were sixty-three to ninety-three years of age.
The researcher conducted the oral history interviews on an individual basis.

Appointments were arranged in advance by telephone, to meet with and interview

subjects at their home. For the most part, participants lived in Bend. However,
others gave testimony or provided information at their homes in Corvallis, Eugene,

La Pine, and Redmond, Oregon, as well as Sedona, Arizona. At the beginning of
the first session of each interview, subjects were informed of project objectives and

asked to sign a "release agreement" granting the researcher permission to use
testimony, photographs, and other documents for this and future research projects.

Upon completion of the interview, the interviewer then transcribed and reviewed
the testimony. To expedite the project, only five individuals residing in Bend were
asked to review their testimony for accuracy.

The Shevlin-Hixon Oral History Project is a 412 page manuscript that
includes: testimony describing the daily life of Sbevlin-Hixon railroad logging
camps; maps portraying the general location and extent of the company's logging

railroads; copies of forty-three historic photographs depicting Shevlin-Hixon
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logging and camp scenes from the private collections of oral history participants; a

glossary of logging and woods terms; subject release forms; and sources for
suggested reading. One manuscript has been deposited with the Prineville District

Office of the Bureau of Land Management in Prineville; another with the
Deschutes National Forest headquarters in Bend; and two manuscripts, along with

copies of the tape recorded testimony, have been deposited with Central Oregon
Community College Library in Bend.

In addition, photographic copies were produced from participants private
photo collections. This resulted in some 350 slides of scenes that portray the
timber industry, the central Oregon homesteading experience, and Sbevlin-Hixon's

mills, logging operations, and camp life. Slides were cataloged and described by

number, the collection to which they belong, the year the originals were taken

(when known), and the names of people portrayed. The collection of slides
remains in the possession of the author.

Study Bias

Despite efforts to remain objective, this study is not without bias and that is
especially true concerning the testimony of the oral history participants. With only

two exceptions, individuals involved in the project had, literally, decades of
association with the Shevlin-Hixon Company. The very nature of this lengthy

association constitutes at once the strength and weakness of the oral history
project; the most important component of this study. Long-time camp residents
provided minute details about daily life in the logging camps. Yet, their long years
of affiliation with Shevljn-Hjxon also fostered a fierce loyalty to the memory of the

company. A memory that sometimes comes dangerously close in attempting to
project an image of a squeaky-clean community made up of "one big happy family"

where neighbors resided in near-perfect harmony. For this reason the study is
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biased in favor of those individuals who remained with Shevlin-Hixon because they
were satisfied with company policy and camp conditions.

The oral histories reveal that, although many people remained in the
logging camps for years, others lived there for only a brief period. Unfortunately,

the identity and location of the latter were never discovered and may never be
known. How they perceived camp conditions and why they chose to leave would
provide a more complete picture of the Shevlin-Hixon logging camp experience.

Environmental Setting

Shevlin-Hixon once controlled more than 200,000 acres of forest lands along

the eastern slope of the Cascades in central Oregon. From Tumalo Creek in the

north, company holdings extended south along the west side of the Deschutes

River to a point near the present resort community of Sun River. At Benham
Falls, company holdings crossed to the east side of the Deschutes, then continued
south as far as Sugarpine Mountain in Kiamath county (Fig. 1.1).

Geographically, Shevlin-Hixon's timberlands were divided between two
geophysical regions. The northern half is located at the eastern extremity of the
high lava plains, while the southern portion is situated in the northeast corner of

the basin and range province (Baldwin

1976:5;

Dicken and Dicken

1982:135).

Although the two sections extend south for a combined distance of roughly seventy

miles, significant physical differences exist between them. The northern half is

distinguished by several perennial streams that include both the Deschutes and
Little Deschutes Rivers as well as Fall River, Spring River and Tunialo and Paulina

Creeks. The area is also characterized by recent volcanic activity as seen by
numerous lava flows, cinder buttes and Newberry Crater. In contrast, Shevlin-

Hixon's southern timber holdings, in the basin and range province, lack any
significant sources of perennial water and little if any volcanic activity has occurred
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since the eruption of Mt. Mazama. Nevertheless, deposits of Mazama ash and
pumice make up the majority of surface soils in much of the area and is a factor in
the native vegetative regime.

Situated at a relatively high altitude, the entire study area lays in the rain
shadow of the Cascade Range that partially shields it from moisture-bearing winds

from the Pacific Ocean. Average summer rainfall at Bend measures 2.2 inches,

while Chemult receives no more than 2.5 inches of precipitation during the
summer season (Dicken 1981:132).

Elevation, porous soils, and limited rainfall are reflected in the variations of

vegetation. Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) is the most common tree and grows

in open stands among low shrubs and grasses under natural conditions. In
contrast to the open nature of ponderosa, lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) are often
found growing in dense stands and have a higher tolerance to more porous soils.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Development of the Pacific Northwest Timber Industry to 1910
Forest resources have always played an important role in the economic life
of the Pacific Northwest. Although European and American maritime traders were

first attracted to the region to exploit fur bearing animals, they were quick to
recognize the potential value of timber for repairs to damaged masts, spars and
staves. Between 1790 and 1812, merchant vessels departing Pacific trading posts

for the Orient, routinely supplemented their cargo of furs with supplies of
merchantable timber (Ficken 1987:10). The timber was then sold in the Hawaiian
Islands; an important destination for procuring fresh provisions and refitting ships
damaged during trans-Pacific voyages.

Commercial exploitation of Pacific Coast timber intensified, in the late
1820s, when the Hudson's Bay Company constructed the first sawmill in the region

at Fort Vancouver (Prouty 1985:7; Schwantes 1989:175). Company officials had

decided on investing in lumber production in an effort to augment profits in furs
and keep laborers and sailing vessels more active during the off season of trading

(Ficken 1987:13). Although the mill was continually plagued with mechanical
problems and its production rate meager compared to later standards, company
vessels made regular trips with supplies of lumber to the Hawaiian Islands and
Spanish Missions in California during the next two decades (Ficken 1987:14-15).

The influx of American settlers into the Oregon Country beginning in the

mid 1840s prompted the proliferation of small sawmills in the region. Many of

those early mills were hand operated and built to supply the lumber needs of
local settlers. The discovery of gold in California in 1848, however, was the
catalyst that transformed the Pacific Northwest into an industrial frontier.
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San Francisco was a town of some two hundred residents in

1846

(Smith

1981:449). Largely dependent upon trade with merchant and whaling vessels as

well as military warships, the town did a modest business in trans-shipping
between the Pacific Northwest and the Hawaiian Islands. Two years later all that
would change. While working at a mill on the American River, a tributary to the

Sacramento, James Marshall discovered flecks of gold among the river gravels.
That event instigated an exodus the like of which had never been witnessed before.
News of the discovery spread like wildfire and within months tens of thousands of

people had departed their homes from around the globe to rush to the gold fields

in California. By the end of 1849, over seven hundred ships had arrived in San
Francisco carrying a total of 45,000 passengers (Smith

1981:457).

Many more

thousands made the journey overland. With the passage of each month, the
population of San Francisco, Sacramento, and other communities, both inland and

around the bay, exploded creating an unprecedented demand for raw materials of

every kind, particularly lumber. In answer to that demand, a flourishing trade in
Pacific Northwest timber developed.
With the discovery of California gold, dozens of sawmills, powered by either

water or steam, sprang up from Oregon City to Astoria and from Puget Sound to
Coos Bay, during the 1850s (Ficken 1987:20; Robbins

1988:12;

Schwantes

1989:175).

Because of its deep harbors, protection from storms, easy access to shipping lanes,

and miles of fine timber that extended from tidewater to the hinterlands, Puget
Sound quickly became the leading producer and exporter of lumber on the west
coast. Largely financed with capital supplied by San Francisco entrepreneurs,

Puget Sound, and eventually Grays Harbor and Coos Bay mills commanded huge
fleets of sailing vessels to carry their products to distant markets. At one time, the

lumber fleet for Puget Sound "cargo" mills, alone, numbered about
(Schwantes

1989:176).

150

vessels

During the next half century, those mills and ships kept

busy meeting the lumber needs of San Francisco, Hawaii, South America, Asia, and
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Australia as well as satisfying local demands for lumber (Cox 1985:168; Ficken
1987:24; Schwantes 1989:176).

The completion of two transcontinental railroads brought rapid population
growth and outside investment capital to the Pacific Northwest during the last two

decades of the nineteenth century (Cox 1985:167).

In response to a more

diversified and expanding economic base, new sawmills were constructed and old

ones reconditioned and enlarged. The operations boasted an assortment of labor
saving devices and some of the most recent innovations in technology of any mills

in the industry. One of those innovations was the replacement of circular saws by
the use of band saws. Such saws greatly reduced waste and increased daily lumber

production exponentially (Schwantes 1989:178). But transcontinental railways
offered Pacific sawmill operators few links to the eastern markets for which they

bad long awaited. High shipping rates and the economic depression of the 1890s

stifled eastbound shipments of timber until after the turn of the century (Ficken
1987:62; Schwantes 1989:177). Until that time, the Pacific Coast timber industry

remained largely dependent on trade with California, markets abroad, and local
demands prompted by the construction of intraregional railroads (Cox 1985:168).

Although railroads transported very little timber from western sawmills to
eastern markets during the 1890s, they carried plenty of expectant capitalists from

eastern cities to the Pacific Slope. The new rail lines made immigration cheaper,
easier and faster, and encouraged people to take advantage of fresh opportunities

throughout the Northwest. Among those new arrivals were lumbermen from
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.

The Great Lakes States timber companies were some of the largest
producers of lumber during the Civil War, and the decades of westward expansion
that followed. From 1873 to 1900, the region's timber industry produced one third

of the nation's lumber supply (Ficken 1987:59). But by the close of the century,

Great Lakes forest lands were so depleted that lumbermen were looking for
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future timber supplies and investment opportunities in other areas. Foremost of
those new areas was the Pacific Northwest.

When Great Lakes outfits made the move west during the decade before
and after the turn of the twentieth century, they did so in a big way. By 1910 an
impressive amount of western forest lands and timber companies were dominated
by the names of lumbermen who had been prominent in Minnesota, Michigan, and

Wisconsin (Ficken 1987:63, 100-103; Jensen 1945:99-100; Robbins 1985:415;
Schwantes 1989:178-180). Principle among them was the Weyerhaeuser syndicate

that had acquired 900,000 acres of western Washington timberland from the
Northern Pacific Railway, in a single transaction, in 1900 (Bunting 1997:3-4; Ficken

1986:139). Eventually, the Weyerhaeuser interests would accumulate some two

million acres and possess a legion of mills in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
(Holbrook 1938:157). Great Lakes operators not only migrated west with large
amounts of investment capital and corporate backing, but they often brought with

them large segments of their work force as well (Jensen 1945:100). Indeed, the

number of woods workers that followed the migrating companies west was so
large that one writer noted that "you could trail the loggers from the Mississippi to

the west shore by the empty snuffboxes" they left along the way (Holbrook
1938:159).

Great changes took place in the exploitation of timber in the Pacific
Northwest from 1828 to 1910. Beginning from a single mill constructed by the
Hudson's Bay Company, thousands of people arrived over the next eighty years to

build mills and exploit the region's forest lands. Many of those mills were small,

independently owned operations that supplied lumber for local needs. But the
large mifis, that first appeared in the 1850s and continued to be built well into the

twentieth century, were usually backed by distant capital. It was those mills that

became the leaders of the industry and who, by 1910, had made the Pacific
Northwest one of the leading timber producing regions in the nation.

iEI

Logging Practices

The rugged terrain and enormous size of trees made transporting logs to

mills a formidable undertaking during much of the nineteenth century. One
method of getting logs out of the forest was by building a corduroy road, of half
submerged logs (similar to railroad ties), and using teams of oxen or horses to drag

the cut trees over the roads to the nearest river or bay (Schwantes 1989:177).
Dragging strings of logs was an arduous task, however, so loggers took measures
to make work easier for draft animals. Cross skids in the road were greased with

whale or crude oil, the front end of logs were undercut to keep them from
snagging on skids, and the bark from trees was often removed to help the logs
slide easier (Andrews 1954:20-30; Schwantes 1989:177). When the teams arrived

with their "drag" of logs at the landing, the cut trees were then rolled into the

water and floated, or towed by boat, to water front mills. But for all practical
purposes, the use of draft animals were limited to hauls of short distances and
where terrain was relatively flat (Prouty 1985:50, 58).

Splash dams were also used to transport logs out of the forest. The dams

were constructed to temporarily back-up large supplies of water on tributaries
where the current was ordinarily not sufficient to float logs (Schwantes 1989:177).

While the water was held back, logs were yarded into the reservoir. When an
adequate supply of both water and logs had accumulated behind the dam, a gate

was raised and the logs "splashed" down the tributary on an artificial torrent or
freshet of water.

Flumes were another method of getting logs to mills. Flumes were long,

water-filled troughs constructed on trestles that floated logs down slope from
logging operations to rivers or mills (Andrews 1956:86-87; Schwantes 1989:177).

Flume tenders were employed to patrol the troughs, making repairs where
necessary and guiding logs through troublesome places.
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The development of steam-operated equipment and logging railroads during

the last two decades of the nineteenth century revolutionized logging methods by

providing access to previously unattainable stands of timber and speeding up
operations. The steam donkey was the great innovation in machinery. First used

in the forests of northern California during the early

the skidding and

1880s,

yarding machine quickly gained widespread popularity in logging operations
throughout the Pacific Northwest (Prouty 1985:59; Schwantes 1989:177). Built on

huge timbers, the apparatus consisted of a firebox and boiler, numerous cable
drums and wire rope that could yard logs from great distances and over every kind

of terrain. Lidgerwood and Clyde skidders were in many respects similar to the
steam donkey. Those two powerful skidders were introduced into the Northwest
woods shortly after
(McCulloch

1900

and were used primarily in railroad logging operations

1958:36, 105-106).

Logging railroads were not a new development in the timber industry when

they slowly began to appear in the Pacific Northwest in the

1880s.

Dozens of

railroads had been operating in the Great Lakes States shortly after the close of
the Civil War (Adams

1961:11).

What was lacking in the West, however, was the

investment capital, large markets, and large mills that would justifr the cost of
logging railroads and equipment. By the early 1890s those elements were quickly
becoming reality. Two transcontinental railroads had arrived ushering in a period

of rapid population growth and economic development; intraregional railroad

construction had created new markets for lumber (those markets would be
replaced by more distant markets in the east after the turn of the century); the
steam donkey was available for handling logs in the woods; and agents of distant

capital were busy building modern new mills capable of producing lumber on a

massive scale. As a result of those developments, logging railroads became the
prime mover of logs from Pacific Northwest forests from the
(McCulloch

1958:111; Adams 1961:146-157;

Schwantes

1890s

1989:177).

to the

1930s
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Early Central Oregon Sawmills

Central Oregon and its budding communities were still isolated from the

main flow of transportation and commerce at the turn of the twentieth century.
Before the railroad arrived in Bend in

1911,

entry to central Oregon was limited to

stage travel and wagon or horseback either across the high desert or over
mountain passes. Consequently, without access to outside markets by rail or

navigable waterways, the large logging and lumbering operations that existed
along the western side of the Cascades did not materialize in central Oregon's
ponderosa forests. Nevertheless, as increasing numbers of people settled on land

claims in the area, small steam operated sawmills were erected to supply the
lumber needs of local residents.
Recognizing that need, C.C. Mailing of Grizzly, built the first central Oregon

sawmill along Willow Creek in

1877.

A few years later, Charles Durham

constructed a mill and began producing lumber on upper Trout Creek near
present day Ochoco National Forest. Both operations provided much of the

building materials for ranchers and communities north of the Crooked River
(Brogan

1964:247;

Cogswell 191981:242). John Matsen built a sawmill on the

upper Deschutes River shortly after the turn of the century that produced much of
the lumber to construct the community of La Pine (Gribskov

1980: 64, 156).

The

mill also catered to local homesteaders who could bring in their own logs to be cut
into lumber for cabins and farm buildings.

The first sawmill in Bend began operation in 1901 when the Pilot Butte
Development Company, a subsidiary of the A.M. Drake Company, constructed the

Drake Mill (Brogan

1964:247;

Cogswell 1981:242) . Located along the Deschutes

River, the operation cut much of the timber that stood on the present site of Bend.

The mill was moved north of its original site a few years later when lumber was
needed for developing irrigation projects. It was then moved back downstream to a

location just south of Bend on the west side of the Deschutes River when it was
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destroyed by fire. Drake also erected a small sawmill along the Deschutes River
near Tumalo Bridge around 1903. The operation was used primarily to construct

cabins and bunkhouses for men working on the Pilot Butte Irrigation Project
(Griskov 1980:156).

The Steidil and Reed mill began producing lumber along the Deschutes
River just north of the Drake mill in 1903 (Brogan 1964:247; Cogswell 1981:242).

Steidi had been a resident of Bemidji, Minnesota where he owned and operated a
sawmill. When he came to Bend in 1902 he had his mill shipped to the rail head at

Shaniko, in southern Sherman County, then transported the remainder of the
distance to Bend by freight wagon (Gribskov 1980:155). Steidl's operation cut
timber northwest of Bend in the vicinity of Awbrey Butte and along the northeast
bank of the Deschutes River. Other outfits milling lumber in the area, after 1900,

were the Anderson Brothers, Griffin, and McNaught and Girtson

mills

(Gribskov

1980:155).

Small crews operated central Oregon's first sawmills and produced
relatively small amounts of lumber to satisfy local demands. Loggers cut trees
from nearby stands and hauled the logs to mills on horse-drawn wagons (Brogan

1964:247; Cogswell 1981:242). By later standards, the annual production rate of
those mills was meager and hardly affected the region's vast supply of pine forests.

All that would change in 1916 when the Shevlin-Hixon Manufacturing Company

backed by distant capital, arrived in Bend and began cutting timber on a scale
never before witnessed in central Oregon.

The Great Timber Rush

Years before the railroad arrived in Bend, in 1911, lumbermen and land
speculators recognized the potential value of central Oregon's ponderosa forests

and began blocking-up parcels of prime timberland wherever possible. Some
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investors purchased forest lands intent on selling their holdings once prices
improved, while others looked toward milling their timber at some future date.

At the national level, concern over the depletion of forest lands prompted

President Cleveland to withdraw a large segment of the public domain from
private entry in 1893 by creating the Cascade Range Forest Reserve, an area that
embraced millions of acres.

The area extended from the Columbia River to the

Mt. Theilson country in the south and from several miles west of the Descbutes
River to the western slopes of the Cascades (Brogan 1964:249). Establishment of
that vast tract of federal forest land entitled the state of Oregon to claim indemnity

lands outside of the reserve (Cogswell 1981:236). Much of the lands in central
Oregon were then sold to private individuals, partnerships, and timber companies.

Although lands within the forest reserve were no longer available for
private claims after 1893, fme stands of ponderosa still remained open to purchase.

Those forests eventually spurred a rush for central Oregon timber by the turn of
the century.

Congress passed various land laws in an effort to encourage western
settlement and development during the nineteenth century. Foremost among
them were the Homestead Act of 1862 and the Timber and Stone Act of 1878 (Cox

1985:139; Malone and Etulain:14; Schwantes 1989:200). Many of the original

people who settled in the Deschutes country had done so by filing homestead
claims. Some of those claims included valuable forest lands and were eventually
obtained legally by timber interests. But the Timber and Stone Act had something
of a tarnished past (Todes 1931:12-13; Cox 1985:139; Schwantes 1989:201). Its
principle stipulation allowed an individual to purchase 160 acres at $2.50 an acre to

help claimants provide raw materials for their homestead. Yet, few settlers saw

the need to purchase additional lands for obtaining supplies of timber or stone
they considered free for the taking. As rumors about a potential railroad to Bend
circulated after the turn of the century (Hatton 1979:34), the commercial value of
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the region's pondereosa forests became more attractive and a land rush ensued.
Using the Timber and Stone Act to their advantage, numerous land speculators
and lumbermen financed droves of "dummy" entrymen to central Oregon to file
claims and then relinquish the land to their sponsors (Cogswell 1981:237; Todes
1931:13). Such activities continued until 1903, when President Theodore Roosevelt

withdrew the area's government lands from entry under the Timber and Stone Act
and in 1906 endorsed creation of the regions first National Forests.

Most of the desirable timber in the vicinity of Bend was acquired between

1902 to 1907 by a few major investors who had conspicuous ties to the lumber

outfits of the Great Lakes States. S.O. Johnson and associates of Minnesota
possessed

60,000

acres, F.W. Gilchrist of Michigan held 85,000, J.J. Scanlon of

Minnesota had holdings of 32,000 acres, and the Shevlin interests acquired 120,000

acres (Gribskov 1980:154; Cogswell 1981:238,244). Before a decade had passed,
both the Shevlin and Brooks-Scanlon outfits would build two large mills in Bend.

But before that could happen a railroad had to be constructed to connect the
region to outside markets.

The Railroad Comes to Bend

Long before the town site of Bend was platted in 1904 attempts were made

to locate a railroad route into the central Oregon country. The first effort was
undertaken in 1855 by the Army Corps of Topographical Engineers, under the
leadership of Robert Williamson and Henry Abbot, as part of the Pacific Railroad

surveys. Acting under the directions of the Secretary of War, the Corps' mission

was to explore the east side of the Cascades and Deachutes River drainage to
search for mountain passes and a practical Pacific railroad route (Knuth 1981:152).

In his final report, Abbot concluded that the region was unlikely to develop
economically as it was "separated from the rest of the world by almost impassable
barriers" and offered "very few inducements to settlers" (Brogan

1964:236).

Despite Abbot's conviction by

1871,

plans were underway to construct a

railroad from the Oregon coast to eastern Oregon and points beyond via the
Santiam Pass. Had that plan succeeded, the railway would have passed through
central Oregon near the vicinity of Bend. The organizer behind the scheme was
Colonel T. Egenton Hogg who was intent on making Yaquina Bay Oregon's major

seaport and envisioned an east/west railway as a part of his plan (Abdill
Clark

1981:54;

Cogswell

1981:239). But

1958:109;

continual financial difficulties, condemned

Hogg's proposed plan to a slow death. A connection between Newport and
Corvallis was not completed until

1885

and by

1890

the line was placed in

receivership. Although a short length of track was laid near Santiam Pass (mostly
by Chinese laborers), the railway effectively came to an end twelve miles short of
the Cascade summit and entry into central Oregon (Abdill

1958:113).

It was not until the first decade of the twentieth century that railroad
construction began that would eventually link central Oregon and its wealth of
timber to the outside world. When it finally got underway, it was not one but two

railways and led by the nation's most prominent railroad tycoons that vied for
domination of the line.

James J. Hill, who controlled the Great Northern and Northern Pacific
Railways, acquired the state charter in

1909

for the proposed Oregon Trunk Line

and began preparations to construct the railroad. The proposed route began at
The Dalles and followed the Columbia River east to the mouth of the Deschutes
River, then up the Deschutes and Willow Creek to Madras (Brogan

1964:239-240).

When Edward H. Harriman of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific lines got wind

of Hill's plans for central Oregon he quickly applied for a charter and formed the

"DesChutes" Railroad, using a form of spelling that was common for the river at
the time (Cogswell

1981:240).

After long years of delay, suddenly two railroads

began a construction battle up the Deschutes River canyon toward central Oregon
and, ironically, following the same route that Henry Abbot had claimed presented
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"almost impassable barriers" to travel scarcely more than a half century earlier
(Brogan 1964:236).

The two adversaries positioned themselves on opposing sides of the
Deschutes River with the Hill forces pushing their way up the west side of the
canyon while the Harriman division advanced along the east bank. Each force

employed a crew of about

3,000

men that consisted primarily of "Austrians,

Italians, and Swedes, with a scattering of Greek and Slavic laborers and some
Americans" (Abdill

1958:142).

As the competing crews blasted and dug their way

through the canyon, skirmishes reportedly erupted in which gun fire and attempts

at sabotage were exchanged between opposing sides (Abdill
1964:241, 243;

Cogswell

1981:240).

1958:144;

Brogan

When the two lines arrived in the vicinity of the

Warm Springs Indian Reservation, only one route through the canyon was
available. The dilemma eventually required an act of Congress to resolve the
problem. Known as the Canyon Act, the legislation directed the two lines to agree
to joint usage of an eleven mile stretch of track between North and South Junction
(Brogan

1964:243;

Cogswell

1981:240).

The agreement also entitled the DesChutes

Railroad, which ended at Culver, joint use of Oregon Trunk Line's track, whose
owners had outmaneuvered Harriman and negotiated an extension of its line from
Madras to Bend.

It was a great day for central Oregon when James J. Hill came to Bend on
October

5, 1911,

to drive the golden spike that marked the completion of the

Oregon Trunk Line (Brogan

1964:234;

Cox

1994:59).

Thousands of people from

around the region traveled to Bend to witness the event and celebrate the day the
Bend

Bulletin

1911).

proclaimed as "among the town's greatest." (Bend

Bulletin

Oct. 11,

Undoubtedly the day was also one for celebration in Minneapolis; corporate

headquarters for the Shevlin, Carpenter, and Clarke Company. The firm had

accumulated tens of thousands of acres of central Oregon forest lands in
anticipation of the railroad's arrival to Bend. In less than four years the company
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would mobilize it resources and construct one of the world's most modern pine
mills just south of Bend on the west side of the Deschutes River.
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ChAPTER 3

THE SREVLIN-HIXON COMPANY

The announcement that the Shevlin, Carpenter, and Clarke Company of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, would construct a large, modern mill in Bend in January

of 1915 came after years of investments in central Oregon timber. At the time of

the announcement, the Shevlin interests had accumulated over 180,000 acres of

virtually untapped forest lands in portions of Deschutes, Lake, and Kiamath
counties. Less than three months later the company acquired yet another large
parcel of land bringing its total central Oregon timber holdings to nearly 215,000

acres (Bend Bulletin 3/22/16). Next to the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company, the

Shevlin syndicate was the largest holder of ponderosa pine timber in the state
(Bend Bulletin 1/27/15). Company holdings extended from Bend, south along both

banks of the Deschutes River to as far south as the Kiamath Indian Reservation, a
distance of roughly seventy miles.
Incorporated as the Shevlin-Hixon Manufacturing Company, chief executive

officers for the firm were Thomas L. Shevlin, of the parent company in
Minneapolis, and Frank P. Hixon a banker from LaCrosse, Wisconsin (Bend
Bulletin 5/19/15). Thomas McCann, a cousin of Thomas Shevlin's, was appointed

general manager of Shevlin-Hixon during it's first five years of operation (The
Timberman Aug. 1916:41; Sheulin Equalizer Sept. 1921:1; Cogswell 1981:243).

In the broader scheme of things, the construction of a large-scale
sawmilling operation in central Oregon in 1916 could not have come at a more
opportune time. For distant company stockholders, profits in timber sales were
improving as the war in Europe heated up and developed into the First World War.

In contrast, a considerable number of local residents were coming to the sad
realization that homesteading the high desert country was an exercise in futility.

The prospects of a new mill with associated logging camps offered many people

the hope of a more stable income in a growing community. Indeed, ShevlinHixon's initial estimates projected that mill and logging operations would create
500 new jobs. Still more jobs would develop as new businesses moved in to
accommodate the expanding economic base.

To the obvious satisfaction of company officials, local boosters, and
community residents, the Shevlin-Hixon Company mill began operation in March

of 1916. Speaking as the voice of the community, the Bend Bulletin ecstatically
observed, "the dream, Bend, the sawmill and lumbering center of Central Oregon,
is now an actuality" (Bend Bulletin 3/22/16).

Situated on seven and a half acres, the Shevlin-Hixon Company included an

office, pump house, sorting shed, horse barn, machine shop, water tank, dry kilns,

engine house and power plant, waste burner, planing mill, sash factory, box
factory, and sawmill (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). Outfitted with two nine foot band saws, the

mill had a cutting capacity of 80 million board feet of timber annually.
Approximately 80 acres adjacent to the plant were used as lumber yards (Bend
Bulletin 12/15/15; 3/22/16). In the beginning, the plant operated on two, ten hour

shifts and employed roughly 200 men (Cogswell 1981:247). Employees received an
average wage of $3.00 per day and typically worked twenty six out of thirty days in
a month (Bend Bulletin 5/12/15).

Company officials were in agreement that once market conditions improved,

the capacity of the mill would be increased (Bend Bulletin 5/12/15). Consequently,

in less than seven years, Shevlin-Hixon constructed two additional mills
immediately adjacent to the original operation. This meant that with the combined

effort of four, nine-foot band saws, as well as a gang saw and nearly double the
labor force, the company was cutting 160 million board feet annually--even when
allowances were made for reductions in winter cut (Bend Bulletin 9/27/16; 8/4/22).
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Fig. 3.1: The Shevlin-Hixon Company was located at the south end
of Bend, on the west side of the Deschutes River (photo courtesy of
Joim Shevlin).

T
Fig. 3.2: The company included several manufacturing plants in
addition to its mills. The above pictures were taken before 1923, when

the third and final mill was constructed (photo courtesy of John
Shevlin).
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Logging Operations
Conceived as a railroad operation from its inception, Shevlin-Hixon required

a tremendous amount of trees and woods labor to support its mills. Each day
trains loaded with logs were brought out of the woods and transported to within a
mile of town where the logs were put into the Deschutes River and floated the rest
of the way to the mills (Bend Bulletin 5/12/15).

In the early days, and where terrain was relatively flat, horse teams and
high wheels were driven by teamsters to skid logs to landings (Fig. 3.3). Backing

the twelve foot high wheels over a drag of timber, the logs were chained to a

hoisting device below the axle that joined the wheels. As the horses pulled
forward, the tongue of the cart lifted the front end of the logs off the ground.
When traveling down slope, the tongue slid back, lowering the logs to serve as
brakes (Andrews 1956:93).

But horses were expensive for the company to maintain. Known as "hay

burners" in the vernacular of the day (McCulloch 1958:81) they required
specialized handlers, equipment, a place to be housed, regular shoeing and medical

attention. And occasionally a horse would be injured and have to be destroyed.
Nevertheless, over a period of seven years Shevlin-Hixon logged 500 million feet of

timber using this method of skidding (Andrews 1956:93). Although the company

continued to use horses in a variety of ways, their days of skidding were rapidly
declining. By 1923, most skidding teams had been replaced by a fleet of gasoline

operated tractors and modified high wheels (Bend Bulletin 10/20/22). As Jack

Meister, logging superintendent for the Shevlin-Hixon Company explained,
tractors can "do anything that horses can do in the woods, and do it better. One

tractor can do the work of three teams.. .in any situation where horses can be
used.. .hauling bigger loads.. .easier and faster" (Bend Bulletin 10/20/22; Pacific
Logging Congress 1923:14). Gasoline operated tractors were later replaced, in the

4,
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Fig. 3.3: During the first ten years of production, horse teams and high
wheels were used to skid logs to landings, ca. early 1920s (photo courtesy
of Jim Hosmer).
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1930s and 40s, by diesel fueled caterpillars pulling hydraulic operated Jogging
arches (Andrews 1956:148-49; Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

But horse teams and high wheels, tractors and arches had limited
applications and were restricted to operating in relatively open forest lands on flat

terrain. For yarding logs in heavier stands of timber or on slopes, Shevlin-Hixon
used Clyde and Lidgerwood skidders. Mounted on large railroad cars and operated

from the tracks, these machines were the very image of early twentieth century
mechanical power.

Shevlin-Hixon operated two Clyde skidders during its early logging
operations

(Shevlin Equalizer May 1922:14)

The machines had booms at both ends

of the engine and were employed strictly for skidding. Operated on a low lead
system, the machine yarded logs across the ground to landings with remarkable
speed. The system was not without flaws, however. When the engineer pulled the

lead line taut, the log plowed across the ground, knocking down small trees and

hanging up on every rock and stump as it made its way to the skid trail. By the

time they reached the landing, many logs had sustained considerable damage.
Despite the Clyde skidder's shortcomings, it provided a rapid method of getting logs

to rails. In 1918, the Clyde Iron Works Company ran an advertisement featuring a

Shevlin-Hixon Clyde skidder that had yarded nearly fifty-two million board feet

during the previous year

(The Timberman

Oct. 1918:86). In contrast, Shevlin

operated four Lidgerwood skidders that were used for both yarding and loading
logs, and had a folding steel tower for ease of transportation (Fig. 3.4). Unlike the

Clydes, the Lidgerwoods hauled logs to landings using a high lead system, a
technique that employed a spar tree, or steel tower, combined with a complex
network of cables and blocks. High-lead skidding offered several advantages over

the ground lead method. It alleviated damage to logs, required less power, and
could haul-in cut trees with alarming speed; in some cases "more than one
thousand feet per minute" (Andrews

1954:149;

Tonsfeldt 1987a:136).

With the
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Fig. 3.4: Shevlin-Hixon operated four Lidgerwood skidders
through the 1920s (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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exception of McGiffert log loaders, by the mid 1930s most of the ponderous steam

equipment had been replaced by more efficient, less expensive tractors, trucks,
and auto cranes (Lee Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Dangers in the Woods

Every step of the logging process was a perilous one. Consequently,
logging consistently had the highest number of injuries of any industry (Kossoris
and Kjaer 1940:663; Pacific Logging Congress 1920:23-24). From falling timber to

bucking, rigging, yarding, loading, and transporting logs to the mill, each step was
charged with constant danger and hazards to life.

Although company policy emphasized employee safety (Sheulin Equalizer
Sept. 1921:5; April 1923:15; Shevlin-Hixon Safety Soundboard Dec. 1942), fatalities

among Shevlin-Hixon loggers could occur anywhere at any time. The Bend

Bulletin reports numerous accounts about workers killed by "a falling tree",
"when a falling limb crushed his skull", "when a cable was suddenly tightened due

to a wrong signal", or "when a log rolling from a flat car struck him in the head"
(10/4117; 10/26/22; 6/30/23; 1/11124). The local newspaper is considerably less vocal,

however, about injuries. This may be explained, in part, simply because injuries
were a common occurrence in logging operations and it is likely that newspaper
editors did not believe that such incidents warranted reporting. Nevertheless, it is

clear that many woods workers suffered from broken bones, twisted ankles,
severed fingers, crushed feet, fractured backs, lacerations, and injuries to eyes
(Shevlin Equalizer Jan. 1922:4; April 1923:15; Sept. 1923:12; Nov. 1923:12; Shevlin-

Hixon Safety Soundboard Dec. 1942).

Although less frequent, injuries and fatalities could also occur while
transporting logs to the mill. Log train derailments (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6) were not
uncommon among railroad logging companies and the Shevlin-Hixon Company
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Fig. 3.5: Log train derailments were not uncommon

among railroad logging companies, ca. 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 3.6: Cecil Cox, long-time locomotive engineer for Shevlin-

Hixon was reputed to have survived five derailments. Not all
individuals were as fortunate, ca. 1920s (photo courtesy of
LaDessa Walter).
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was no exception (Bend

Bulletin 10124/22; 8/27/24; 2/28/47).

Anderson (no date)

maintains that long-time locomotive engineer, Cecil Cox, survived five derailments.

Not all individuals were as fortunate. Lois Gumpert recalls:

They had several wrecks. One of the trains got away from them and
killed several fellows.. .right where Sun River is only across the river.
They came out of the mountains and got killed. I suppose they lost their
brakes or their pressure. Then up in the Paulinas', there was another
wreck. My husband was on that. ..it was the steel laying outfit. I
remember these big rails all stuck like tooth picks in the dirt. The guys
jumped off the train when they knew it was out of control. [But] the
boss of the steel gang was an older fella and he froze. He couldn't jump.
He just didn't want to get off And they kept telling him, jump! Finally,
somebody put their foot up behind him and shoved him out. He fell over
in the borrow pit, which was soft, and didn't get hurt (personal
communication).
High-lead rigging men working with the Clyde and Lidgerwood skidders had

one of the most dangerous woods jobs during Shevlin-Hixon's early years of
production (Fig. 3.7). Huge, powerful, and operated by steam, the machines were a
mass of mechanical drums and jumbled cable that would half drag, half fly a log to

rail landings (Fig. 3.8). And woe to the choker setter or

rigging

man who got

caught in the bight of the line when the skidder engineer tightened up on the
throttle.

Paid per thousand feet of timber rather than by the hour, riggers pushed
themselves to match the speed and endurance of machinery. Hook tenders and
choker setters not only had to be aware of falling trees and crumpling snags but
also keep an eye on frayed and worn out cable which sooner or later would snap

and go whizzing through the air. Throughout the day rigging slingers had to
continually take care to stay out of the "bight of the line"; a sag or slack in a cable
as it lay on the ground (McCulloch

1958:94)

or when it is looped around stumps or

brush. When the engineer opened the throttle (Fig.

3.9),

the line would jerk loose

from snags and pull taut like a bowstring. Men caught in the bight of the line
could literally be cut in two or be sent sailing through the air (Prouty

1985:95).
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Fig. 3.7: Rigging men had one of the most dangerous jobs because they
could not match the speed and endurance of machinery, ca. 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 3.8: The power of Lidgerwood skidders was so great that they could
pull themselves off the tracks if logs they were yarding got hung-up on
their way to the landing (photo courtesy of Lal)essa Walter).

Fig. 3.9: William Antonie, skidder engineer. Logging

accidents could occur anywhere at any time. Note the
severe fracture on the rim of the middle cable drum, ca.
1920s (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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To add to these dangers, members of the skidding crew bad to crawl through the

limbs and debris of a downed tree to hook a choker around a log.

If a

misunderstanding in signals occurred before the choker setters were ready, the

engineer might pull back on the throttle. With the mainline snapping tight and
chokers sinking into the bark, the log would be yarded out of the hole, crushing
the men beneath. Every time a chokerman crawled under a log, he took just such
a risk. And in the course of an eight hour shift, he might crawl under more than a
hundred logs (Prouty 1985:131). Clint Olson, Jr. recalled...

Men would go to work [without] adequate supervision as far as what was

dangerous. A lot of deaths occurred when using the lidgerwoods and
clydes [because] the cables would [break and] come zinging through the
woods [or men] would be in the bight of the line. That would result in
decapitation or severance of limbs. It was really a mean situation where
that cable would go so fast across parts of the woods. And they didn't
realize it could do that (personal communication).

Similarly, the Maker brothers remember...
[Sometimes the logs would] hook up on somethin'.. .and the machine was
so powerful it would snap that cable and it would go wrapping around
through the woods.. .if anybody was in the way it got 'em (Herb Maker

personal communication). [Or] logs [would] kick up in the air and hit
deadfalls. Someone standing alongside the skid trail [might get] hit by
[debris or falling timber] (Lee Maker personal communication).

The setting where loggers and machinery confronted the pine forests of
central Oregon was a locus of crazy, wild industrial activity carried on by shouting

men rushing among falling trees, enormous engines, and rigging and forest debris
flying through the air. It was often a precarious and volatile situation, during those
times of highlead and highball logging.
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CHAP'FER 4

ORIGINS OF EARLY CAMP RESIDENTS

Without the aid of company records, it is difficult to verify the origins of
Shevlin's initial work force. Census records, county tax lists, city directories and
historical societies provide some assistance when tracing a people's past. However,
where Bend's timber industry is concerned, those sources tend to only con-firm the

names of individuals who lived in central Oregon prior to 1916. Nevertheless,
what written records do exist in corroboration with oral history testimony suggest

that early employees of Shevlin-Hixon logging camps came from three general
backgrounds: central Oregon homesteading, European migration, and timber
workers from the Lake States.

Central Oregon Homesteaders

During the 1870s and 1880s, the area southeast of Bend had been
alternately referred to by General Land Office surveyors and officers of the Corps
of Engineers, as a "desert" or "sage plains" (Preston 1978:36-37). Similarly, when

Rand-McNally published it's New Commercial Atlas Map of Oregon in 1913,

cartographers continued to label much of the area as a "great sandy desert"
(Preston 1978:46-47). Yet, as has often been seen throughout the arid west, the

agricultural potential of local soils apparently improved with the arrival of
railroads. Central Oregon was no exception to this rule when the Oregon Trunk
Railroad reached Bend, in 1911 (Cogswell 1981:241). Promoted by railroads and

local land developers as a "fertile tract of land capable of high cultivation" (Figs.
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) many people were lured to the area with the hopes of turning 320

acres of government land into a bountiful garden (Allen 1987:34; Clark 1981:56,
112). Indeed, of the total number of individuals interviewed during the oral history
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Consequently it is possible for a family to secure a
large tract of land and pay less for it than they would
for a small and inferior farm in a thickly settled community. There is no reason why this land should not
show a very large increase in value during the next
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favored parts of the Pacific Northwest are flow selling for $100 per acre and more.
Keep in mind the fact that this is not a rough wilderness, but an exceedingly fertile tract of land
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The following is an extract from a letter written by

R. W. Thatcher, Chemist of the Washington Agricultural College at Pullman, Washington:
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soil to be richer in potash, lime and humus than th Vakima Valley soil. The fertility extends to a good depth,
the sub-soil at three feet being almost as rich as the surface soil. This soil is similar to but better than Yakim,q
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The land is deeded to the applicant by the State
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The Deschutes IrrIgatIon & Power Co.
Cl 0-12

McKay Bldg., Portland, Or , or

The Deschutes Improvement Co.
p,.H_. fl,

Bend, Crook County, Oregon.

Fig. 4.1: During the homestead era, central Oregon was promoted as a "fertile
tract of land capable of high cultivation" (from Clark 1981).
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Fig. 4.2: Many persons were lured to central Oregon with the hope of

turning marginal land into a bountiful garden (photo courtesy of
LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 4.3: Austere environmental conditions on the high desert led to
the eventual abandonment of most central Oregon homesteads (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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project, forty percent were from families who came to central Oregon to acquire
homesteads.

Following a ten-year period of above normal precipitation (Allen 1987:87;
Hatton 1977:31) a land hungry public poured into the the region to cash in on the

fair lands "flowing with milk and honey" (Clark 1981:112). By 1913, new
communities with names like Imperial, Stauffer, Hampton, Brothers, and Fremont

appeared all across the high desert "to serve homesteaders whose cabin lights on
winter evenings glittered like ftreffies in the sagelands" (Brogan 1964:143). Those
cabin lights would glitter for only a brief period before climatic conditions returned

to normal and land owners came to the sad realization that homesteading the high
desert was an exercise in futility.

Disillusioned by short growing seasons, lack of water, hordes of jack rabbits

and dry rocky soil, numerous families simply packed up those belongings worth

keeping and drove away from what they considered a hopeless cause (Allen
1987:91; Clark 198 1:56-63; Coe 1939:228-237). Still others were just barely able to

make ends meet or on the verge of impoverishment and ruin (Coe 1939:228-237).
Urling Coe, a doctor in Bend at the time of central Oregon homesteading noted that

as crops and credit failed, the head of a household would often work in town in

order to earn income for supplies, while his family remained to work the
homestead.

Dr. Coe also reports that during visits to isolated families he often

found patients in greater need of proper nutrition rather than medicine (Coe
1939:228-237).

Individuals who lived in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps have similar
recollections about their family's homesteading experiences on the High Desert.

Growing up in the

Fort

Rock Valley during the height of the homestead era

LalDessa Walter recalls:

When the drought came you couldn't raise enough hay or anything for
your stock and there was a lot of people moved out. There were
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houses here and there. They couldn't make a living and everybody just
got up and left. Just let [the place] go for taxes like most people did.
Similarly, Rosanna Duberow remembers:

They set up a homestead in Catlow Valley, south of Burns. They
didn't ever get good water, of course, so they didn't stay very long.
When he found he couldn't really raise dry land rye, dad worked for

the Peter French Cattle Company down there at French Glen.
[Afterwards, he] started working for Shevlin (personal
communication).

Having paid their filing fee, built fences and worked hard, the vast majority

of homestead owners were eventually faced with the dilemma of moving on or

holding out. Many chose the former alternative while the opening of the big
Shevlin-Hixon mill in Bend and it's associated logging camps offered those who

remained the opportunity for a new beginning at a steady job with a reliable
income (Allen

1987:85, 99).

Central Oregon historian, Keith Clark maintains that

those jobs "saved the lives of a lot of people" (personal communication).

European Immigrants
The second group of people who made up the early Shevlin-Hixon logging

camps appear to have been first and second generations of eastern Europeans.
Oral history testimony indicates that this group was largely associated with the

steel crews of track laying operations (Fig. 4.4) (Lois Gumpert, Herb and Lee
Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Immigration statistics indicate (Smith

1985:127),

that following the turn of

the century, the greatest number of people being admitted into the United States

were persons from Eastern and Southern European countries. Many of those
individuals were single men who found employment as members of steel gangs
constructing and maintaining western railroads (Lucey

1991:160-163).
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Fig. 4.4: Oral history testimony suggests that numerous track layers
in early Shevlin-Hixon camps were from eastern European countries
(photo courtesy of Martin Hansen).
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Abdill (1958:142) reports that when the railroad interests of Harriman and

Hill were battling one another for supremacy of the Deschutes River canyon and
central Oregon's hinterlands, each company employed a work force "of about 3,000

men, mainly Austrians, Italians, and Swedes, with a scattering of Greek and Slavic

laborers and some Americans".

Once the railroad reached Bend in 1911,

construction ceased and many laborers would have been left without work. Some

undoubtedly left the area in search of employment elsewhere. Still others likely
remained and tried their hand at homesteading (Bend Bulletin 1/25/11) took work

in the small central Oregon sawmills (Keith Clark personal communication), or

worked as laborers on the increasing number of local farms and ranches. Once
Shevlin-Hixon arrived with its need for logging railroads, it would only have been

natural for those individuals to resume their old line of work as track layers. Oral
history participants recall:

They had a crew that prepared the grade for laying the steel tracks.
They were good people, mostly Slavic, speaking their [own] language at
that point. They hung together pretty much [and] had a certain section
in camp that they all lived close to each other. Old Joe Petranovich was
the boss, he was an Austrian, and he had a lot of the Austrians working
there. 'Course some of the people, [because they talked a little funny]

referred to them as Bohunks (Clint Olson, Jr., Lois Gumpert, Lee
Maker, Herb Maker, LaDessa Walter, Rosanna Duberow personal
communication).

Why a comparatively large group of people with eastern European ancestry

settled in the logging camps is not known. Nevertheless, when asked about
Shevlin-Hixon's track laying crew, oral history participants claim that many had
come from Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Croatia, and Austria (Lois Gumpert, Clint

Olson, Jr., Herb and Lee Maker, Rosanna Duberow personal communication) By

contrast, long-time camp residents maintain that neither Blacks, Hispanics,
southern Europeans, Asians, or Native Americans ever lived in the camps or
worked for the company.
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Lake States Migrants
The third and final group consisted of individuals who had been employed in

various operations of the Shevlin interests around the Lake States. Holbrook

(1938:156) maintains that when the company migrated to central Oregon, it
brought with them some 1,000 lumberjacks. When compared with reports from

the Bend

Bulletin,

however, Holbrook's estimate may be slightly overstated.

Three months before the mill began production the company had fifty men
working in the woods, by

1921

there were one hundred, and in

1923,

when the

company was working its largest woods crew to date, there were 300 men
employed in it's logging operations (Bend Bulletin 12/15/15; 4/6/21;

1/29/23).

Despite Holbrook's exaggeration, transferring employees with a company
when it moved operations to a new location was standard operational procedure in

the lumber industry (Jensen 1945:100). Tn the case of Shevlin-Hixon it would have

been particularly important since the new mill was to be located in a small,
isolated community that lacked an abundance of experienced timber workers.
Oral history participants claim that when Shevlin-Hixon was preparing to start
production, the parent company began to recruit its Minnesota woods workers to
make the move to Bend (John Shevlin, Clint Olson, Jr., Robert Conklin, Maurine

Ratliff, Bill Baer, Jr.). Clint Olson, Jr. remembers that "there was a nucleus of
people, a cadre of Scandinavians that came from Minnesota that was the heart of

the Shevlin-Hixon Company" (personal communication). According to the
photographic record this cadre of individuals included skilled timber fallers, rigging
slingers, saw filers, equipment engineers, and camp clerks (Fig.

4.5

and 4.6). When

compared with issues of the company newsletter, many of those workers were

acquainted with one another or had formed close friendships through their
associations in the logging outfits of the Great Lakes.

Numerous other people with differing backgrounds undoubtedly found
employment with the company. Still it was central Oregon homesteaders, railroad

workers of eastern European descent, and northwoods timber workers who
formed the nucleus of Shevlin-Hixon logging operations during the company's
early years of production.
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Fig. 4.5: Tom Long and "Scottie" Hodge were two of the many workers
that made the move from Minnesota to central Oregon (photo courtesy of
LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 4.6:

Individuals who migrated with the company were often

experienced woods workers (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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CAMP MOVEMENTS AND PEYSICAL LAYOUT

Companies constructed transportable logging camps to keep loggers and
other woods workers close to operations. Once trees in one location had been cut,

the entire camp was loaded aboard railroad flatcars and transported to the next
area of logging activities.

The movement of Shevlin-Hixon's logging camps and their physical layout
may be divided into two phases during the company's thirty-five years of operation.
The first phase lasted from 1916 to 1932, the second from 1932 to 1950.

1916-1932

Shevlin-Hixon experienced rapid economic growth during the years of the

First World War and into the early 1920s. From 1916 to 1923, the company
expanded from a single

mill

cutting eighty million board feet annually to three

mills cutting 160 million board feet a year (Bend Bulletin 9/27/16; 8/4/22). For the

most part, the company continued this rate of production throughout the 1920s,
fostered in part by a relatively healthy construction industry (Moore 1941:1, 5a),
particularly between 1923-1929 (Bend Bulletin 12129132).

One of the distinguishing characteristics of Shevlin-Hixon's early camps is

their size and number. To keep pace with the growing production capacity of the
mills, company engineers and steel gangs laid hundreds of miles of spur lines and

established more than a dozen camps as loggers cut their way through the pine
forests south of Bend (Fig. 5.1). Prior to and during the 1920s, Shevlin-Hixon often

had as many as three or four separate logging camps operating simultaneously
during spring, summer, and fall (Bend Bulletin 3115117; Shevlin Equalizer April

1923:15). The number of camps decreased to one or two, however, when winter
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weather curtailed logging activities (Bend Bulletin 8/4/22; 1/29/23; Shevlin
Equalizer December 1923).

The number of people who resided in each separate camp, during the
company's early period, is not known. Newspaper accounts tend to describe camp

population only in terms of the number of men present rather than the total
number of people (Bend Bulletin 4/6/21; 1/29/23). Still, oral history participants

estimate that, depending on the season, the number of men, women and children
residing at individual camps varied between about 150, at small summer camps, to

as many as 300 to 400 residents if camps were combined during winter months
(Lois Guinpert, Lee Maker personal interviews). The first newspaper account of a
large, mixed population of people living at a Shevlin-Hixon logging camp was in

1931. This was a few years after the several separate camps were consolidated to

form Cliff camp (see Fig. 5.1).

According to the Bend Bulletin the camp's

population included "some 600 persons" (Bend Bulletin 4/20/31).

Camps consisted of family accommodations and a variety of buildings for
company operations. During the years between 1916 and 1932, family homes were

unloaded from train flatcars and placed parallel to railroad spurs on both sides of

the track. In contrast, most buildings used for company operations were
constructed on train cars that remained on railroad spurs clustered throughout the

camp. The central cluster of company cars included the camp store, bachelor
bunk houses, cook house and dining rooms, bath house, warehouses, power plant,
and recreation hall. With the exception of the power plant and recreation hail,
cars measured sixteen feet wide by forty feet long. The recreation hall measured

sixteen feet wide by sixty feet long, while the power plant occupied a space eight
feet long by sixteen feet wide at one end of the bath house (Meister 1921:28; Clint

Olson, Jr., Lee and Herb Maker personal interviews). Furthermore, because
company buildings were glorified railcars, they were situated approximately four
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feet above the tracks. Consequently, stairways were necessary to enter the
buildings.

Although it is likely that the location of cars varied depending on the needs

of a particular camp, Meister (1921:28) maintains they were arranged on parallel

tracks in the following maimer: on one set of tracks was the cook house with a
dining car at each end. On the track opposite the cook house was another dining
car with the storage car next to it. Enclosed platforms were constructed to connect

the group of cars and provide for ease of movement between them. Situated on
the same tracks as the dining and storage cars were the bath house, camp office,
store, and recreation hail. Although Meister does not indicate the location of bunk

houses, oral history participants claim they were in close proximity to this main
cluster of buildings (Lee Maker, Robert Conklin personal interviews).

Camps during this period also kept pigs and maintained teams of horses.

Pigs were raised to supply fresh pork for cook-house meals, while horses were
used in logging operations and for performing duties around camp. Both groups of

animals were apparently maintained in large numbers. One long-time camp

resident recalls as many as one hundred pigs at Cliff camp, while company
newsletter accounts from the early

1920s

note the presence of forty horses at one

camp and thirty teams at another (Lee Maker personal interview;
Equalizer January 1922:5;

April

1923:15).

Shevlin

Accommodations for this number of

animals must have been substantial and associated with still other structures for

the animal's care, maintenance, and processing. Where the structures were
located and whether they were transportable is not known.

1932-1950

When Shevlin-Hixon began production, in

1916,

its strategy for maintaining

labor close to logging operations used numerous camps that were periodically

relocated. Beginning with the La Pine camp in

1932,

however, a new strategy
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emerged. The new plan entailed use of merely one camp that would move only

three times during the next eighteen years (Fig.

5.2

and

5.3).

As a result, the

outward appearance of the camp changed. Although the reasons for these changes

are not entirely clear, it is likely that the effects of the Great Depression and
innovations in technology were contributing factors.

When economic conditions began to deteriorate around the early

timber cutting and lumber production slowed.

1930s,

Consequently, the several

relatively mobile camps that had operated in the past were combined into a single

woods community.

Consolidation effectively increased the single camp's

population to around 600 individuals (Bend
perspective of the

1930s,

Bulletin 4/20/31).

From the

such a population represented a relatively sizable

community east of the Cascades, one that required some sort of formal
organization.

Prior to the

1930s, family

homes were unloaded from flatcars and placed

parallel to railroad spurs constructed throughout camps. But with the increase in

population, such a strategy was no longer useful. Therefore, if the company
wished to defray expenses by reducing the number of railroad spurs it constructed
in camp or to avoid the inconvenience of extending camp for miles, a new plan was

necessary. Shevljn-Hixon met the challenge by rearranging the camp's residential

area. Instead of being placed along railroad spurs, family houses at the La Pine,

Summit, and Chemult camps were off-loaded from train flatcars and yarded to
selected locations that conformed to a predetermined town plat (Fig. 5.4; Plate 1)
(Ross and Sekora

1995:6-10).

Moving camp to a new location required some preliminary work. The new

site needed to be close to company timber holdings and to potable water supplies
that could support a community of 600-700 persons as well as the camp's industrial
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Fig. 5.2: Shevlin-Hixon logging railroads, 1932-1942. Note how railroad
spurs diminish as truck to train logging and other technology becomes
more prevalent. (Railroad location courtesy of Robert A. Jensen. Camp
site, 1938 U.s. Forest Service Map.)
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Fig. 5.3: Logging railroads and camps, 1942-1950. By Chemult camp, the

use of railroad spurs had been entirely replaced by truck roads (not
indicated on map). (Railroad location courtesy of Robert A. Jensen. Camp
sites, 1947 U.s. Forest Service Map).
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Fig. 5.4: Camp houses were arranged according to a predetermined
town plat after 1932. The scene above is Chemult camp, Ca. 1947, with
company buildings in foreground and family housing nestled among
the trees (photo courtesy of Clint Olson, Jr.)

needs. Once this criteria had been satisfied, the logging engineer and his crew
moved in to prepare the site.

Conforming to the shape of a rectangle, family residential areas were
cleared of trees and brush, then leveled. A sufficient number of mature trees were

left standing to provide shade and a pleasant environment for camp residents.
Those trees were later cut and shipped to the mill when the camp moved to a new

location (Lee Maker personal communication). Once clearing and leveling had
been completed, roads were located and water lines installed for indoor plumbing.
[La Pine camp, ca.

1932

to

1942,

was the first Shevlin-Hixon camp that provided

family houses with indoor plumbing, as well as electricity (Bend

Bulletin 5/15136;

Clint Olson, Jr., Herb Maker personal communication]. With water mains in
place, roads were then graded and compacted but never paved (Robert Conklin,
Maurine Ratliff personal communication). Family homes at Summit camp, ca.

1942

to 1947, were situated between Main Street and Lodgepole Avenue which ran from

north to south. Running between these two streets, in an east/west direction were

First through Seventh Streets (Plate 1). Houses were situated on equal sized lots
with the back of each house facing the road. This was done in an effort to reduce

the amount of dust filtering into houses from dirt roadways. House fronts faced

one another and were separated by common lawns with a walkway down the

center for pedestrian travel (Robert Conklin, Maurine Ratliff personal in
communication). Family members also planted lawns and flowers, shrubs and
shade trees around their homes (Deschutes County Historical Society

1985:94;

Lois

Gumpert personal communication).

Long-time camp residents indicate that people were free to choose where

they lived. The exact location of a particular home was arranged in advance

between the camp superintendent and members of individual households, with
preference being given to men with seniority (Robert Conidin, Clint Olson, Jr.
personal interview). As might be expected, friends and relatives often chose to live
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next door to, or near one another. Similarly, if a number of family relatives were
present, numerous houses in one section of camp might be occupied by members
of extended families. Oral history participants likewise indicate that people of

similar ethnicity tended to live close to each other (Lee Maker, Clint Olson, Jr.
personal interview).
For the most part, the main cluster of company buildings present during the

first phase of camp operations continued into the second. But some buildings
inevitably fell out of use and did not survive the transition. Particularly notable
were accommodations for livestock. Teams of horses were replaced by a fleet of

tractors by the late

1920s

(Bend

Bulletin 10/20/22;

Lee Maker personal interview)

and pigs were no longer raised to supplement kitchen meals because cook house
facilities were discontinued during the slow years of the depression (dining facilities

were again resumed beginning in the early 1940s) (Lee Maker personal interview).

Although the need for some buildings became obsolete and no longer
formed a part of camp, a host of other buildings were introduced between 1932 and

1950. Despite the economic hard times of the 1930s, by the end of the decade the

community included a gift shop, soda fountain, tavern with pooi tables, beauty
salon, barber shop, electrical appliance store, and gas station. Occupying company
railcars measuring sixteen feet wide by forty feet long, the businesses were owned

and operated by camp residents. Located near the camp office, bunk houses and
other main company buildings, the new additions formed the "downtown" section of

camp and were situated about "two or three city blocks" from the family
residential area (Rosanna Duberow, Robert Conklin personal communication).

Just as changes in economic conditions contributed to a modified form of
logging camp, so too did changing modes of production. During Shevlin-Hixon's
first sixteen years of operation, the company depended on railroads and hundreds

of spur lines to get logs to mills. Building railroads, however, was a costly
undertaking. Cogswell (1981:248) claims that construction of a mainline, during

the 1920s, could cost as much as $50,000 a mile. Built to lower construction

standards, the cost of spur lines certainly never approached this amount.
Nevertheless, when expenses for labor and specialized machinery used in leveling

grades, placing ties, and laying track are considered, the cost of spur construction

represented a considerable financial investment. As timber production slowed
during the 1930s, Shevlin-Hixon, like other companies, undoubtedly sought ways

to limit unnecessary expenses. It is assumed that this dilemma was resolved, in
part, by gradually replacing logging trains with log trucks beginning in the late
1930s (Lee Maker, Herb Maker, Rosanna Duberow personal communication). This

assumption is based on oral history testimony as well as physical evidence. Figs.

4.1-4.3, illustrate the gradual decline in spur construction beginning about 1932.
Logs continued to be transported to the mill by train, but by 1942 the use of trucks

had all but replaced trains for getting logs out of the woods (Tonsfeldt 1987a:174175; Rosanna Duberow, Herb Maker personal communication).

If the slow down in cutting due to the depression contributed to the
sedentary nature of La Pine camp during the 1930s, then adoption of truck logging

set the pattern for more sedentary camp life until the company was sold in 1950.

During Shevlin-Hixon's first phase of production (1916-1932), logging camps
remained close to woods operations in order to maximize labor. When the time
spent traveling between the two became too great, the camp simply packed up and

moved closer to operations. The adoption of truck logging alleviated the need to

move camp on a regular schedule. Using "crummies" (company buses), loggers
were bussed to work where drivers moved logs to railroad landings using trucks
that were at once, more maneuverable and less expensive than trains. At the close
of the work dv

wcrkers were bussed back to camp.
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Summary
Changing economic conditions instigated a slow down in logging activities.

As operations slowed, it was no longer necessary to maintain several separate
camps, so reorganization occurred. When it was realized that a return to economic

prosperity would not be forthcoming, measures were taken to minimize or reduce
expenses. This was accomplished first by closing down the cook house, which was

considered a fmancial drain to every logging company
Ruegnitz

(The Timberman 1918:33;

and second by altering modes of

1919:34, 1921:6-11; Conlin 1979:172),

production which resulted in replacing logging trains with trucks. For nearly
twenty years this arrangement worked relatively well for company managers and

logging camp residents alike. The more sedentary camps that developed offered

residents a greater feeling of continuity, and by extension, community. By
contrast, replacing logging trains with trucks spared Shevlin-Hixon the added
burden of constructing costly logging railroads as well as the expense involved in
relocating camps. It is also conceivable that the new camp arrangement saved the

company money as a result of a lower level of employee turnover due to a more
content workforce.

One final observation concerns the camp's population density, particularly
during the hard times of the Great Depression. It would be easy to assume that as

economic conditions deteriorated, Shevlin-Hixon would attempt to cut costs by
reducing its workiorce. Were this the case, then we would expect a decrease in the

size of camp population. Numerous oral history participants maintain that when
the depression bottomed out, around

1932-1933,

very few people left camp. None,

they were aware of, lost their jobs. Admittedly, they claim there was very little
work. But what employment was available was rotated among workers. Such an

arrangement apparently provided people the opportunity to earn enough money

to get by. Undoubtedly numerous people left camp to seek better employment

opportunities elsewhere. Indeed, in the late

1920s

and early

1930s,

three oral

history informants and their families left the logging camp and moved to Bend,

never to work for a timber company again (William Baer, Jr., Melvin Raper,
LaDessa Walter personal communication). Nevertheless, the assertion by oral
history participants that camp populations remained stable, not only during the
1930s but into the boom years of the 1940s, is well substantiated by newspaper
accounts of the day (Bend Bulletin 4/20/3 1, 5/15/36, 4/29/42; Portland Oregonian
6.115147; Saturday Evening Post 4/24/48.).

CHAPTER 6

CAMP STRUCTURES AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS

It is seldom that the day to day documents that constitute the history of a
business are preserved when one company is acquired by another. Apparently, no
exception was made to this rule when the Shevlin-Hixon Company was purchased

by Brooks-Scarilon, Inc., in 1950. Consequently, very few written records remain

to verify the types and numbers of buildings used in Shevlin-Illixon railroad
logging camps. Despite the dearth of company records, some information about

camp structures and conditions is available from contemporary newspaper and
company newsletter accounts, trade journals, and oral history testimony.

Family Homes

Family accommodations in the earliest camps were relatively simple affairs

(Bend Bulletin 12/15/15, 8/13/19; Lois Gumpert, Rosanna Duberow personal
communication; American Lumberman 9/19/16). Designed with an eye toward

mobility, the buildings appear to be little more than box cars without wheels that
have been off-loaded from tracks and sit parallel to railroad spurs (Fig. 6.1). The
structures possess vertical siding, flat roofs, two windows, one door, and a centrally

located wood stove. Function, however, not appearance, was the company's
objective and buildings could easily be loaded onto railroad cars when it was time
to relocate to a new camp (Fig. 6.2).

Company newsletters and historical photographs indicate that by the early
1920s an increasing number of wives had moved into camps with their husbands

(Sheulin Equalizer Dec. 1921:4; Jan. 1922:4; LaDessa Walter photograph
collection). At the same time, Shevlin-Hixon began producing a new style of

company house for family comfort. With only few modifications (a folding covered
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Fig. 6.1: Family accommodations in Shevlin-Hixon's early camps were
relatively simple designs, Ca. 1916 (photo courtesy of John Shevlin).

Fig. 6.2: Houses were constructed to be easily loaded onto railroad cars

when it was time to relocate to a new camp, Ca. early 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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porch was added in the late 1920s), this style of family home remained the same

until 1950 when Shevlin-Hixon was purchased by Brooks-Scanlon, Inc. (Clint
Olson, jr., personal communication).

Built to higher construction standards, the new design measured fourteen
feet wide by twenty-two feet long and was divided into two rooms (Fig. 6.3 and 6.4).

In contrast to earlier accommodations, the new style of family house possessed
peaked roofs, six windows, an entry way with screen door, and horizontal siding
(Meister 1921:28). Every few years, company painters would refinish the house
exterior in what long-time camp residents referred to as "battleship gray" (Olson,
Maker, Gumpert personal communication).

Camp houses needed to be light weight yet sturdy to withstand the rigors of

hoisting and transportation. Since the floor carried the weight of a house as it was

hoisted, floors were constructed of eight by eight inch end sills and four by four

inch floor joists spaced two feet apart. Rafters were centered on a four by four

inch timber that served as the ridge beam. Between the ceiling and roof was a
small space that served as an attic. Attached on the exterior of the house at each

end of the ridge beam and near the peak of the roof was a small, grooved metal
device. This metal groove centered and secured crotch lines when the house was

being hoisted from the ground to a train flatcar or vice versa. Preparing a house
for moving entailed attaching crotch lines to the center of each end sill at the base

of the structure, running the cables up through the metal grooves near the peak of

the roof, and then connecting the cables above the center of the house. The
dwelling was then hoisted by using a crane or McGiffert log loader.

When reflecting on their years spent in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps, oral

history participants remember home and camp conditions as being somewhat
austere, yet comfortable by the standards of the day. For the most part, the two
room houses were identical. One room doubled as a kitchen and living room while

the other was used as a bedroom. As time passed and families grew in size,

Fig. 6.3: Covered porches folded against houses for ease of
transportation. Semi-subterranean root cellars are indicated in
circles. The photo above depicts a small portion of Cliff camp, ca.
1928-1932

(photo courtesy of Deschutes County Historical Society).

Fig. 6.4: Family homes, from the mid

1920s

to

two rooms (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

1950,

were divided into
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arrangements could be made to get a second house that would be attached to the
first by what was referred to as an "in-between"; a structure that connected the two
houses and provided an additional room (Lois Gumpert, Clint Olson, Jr., personal
communication).

Houses had walls four inches thick but no insulation, so people did what
they could in an effort to control indoor temperature. Relatively accessible attics

could be insulated with little difficulty.

But as the late Clint Olson Jr.

remembered, "it involved a great deal of tar paper to put a skirt around the base of

a house in order to eliminate drafts" (personal communication). Herb Maker
recalls that once these weatherizing measures had been made, houses were pretty
comfortable even though "you'd wake up some winter mornings, look around, and

every nail was stickin' out of the wall about that far with frost and the windows
were all frosted over" (personal communication).

Even the earliest of Shevlin-Hixon's logging camps had power plants for
generating electricity. Yet power was supplied to only those buildings that were
work-related such as the camp office, cookhouse and dinning rooms, bath house,

round house, and the saw filers shed. Family homes, however, did not receive
electrical power until 1936 at the La Pine camp when the company installed a sixty

kilowatt power plant (Clint Olson Jr. personal communication; Bend

Bulletin

5/15/36). Sometime later, camp residents joined the Central Oregon Mid State Co-

op (Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). Prior to the installation of
electricity, homes were heated with wood stoves, while Aladdin lamps and
Coleman lanterns provided light.
Fresh water was supplied to camp locations by one of two methods; tapping

sources of ground water by drilling wells or piping water to camps from springs

(Clint Olson, Jr., Herb Maker personal interviews). Several camps east of the
Deschutes River received potable water from springs situated around Newberry
Crater. When water could be obtained in this manner, the

drop

in elevation from

r.J

springs to camp provided ample water pressure to serve the entire camp. When

water from wells was required, however, first steam, and then diesel powered
pumps were necessary in order to maintain water flow and pressure.

Indoor plumbing was not provided to family homes prior to

1930

(Lee

Maker, Lois Gumpert, Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). Without this

convenience, each family had its own outhouse (located near the back of the
residence) and family members bathed at the community bath house supplied by
the company. For household cooking and washing, fresh water could be obtained

from standpipes enclosed in narrow wooden boxes that were strategically placed

throughout camp.

Because water from one standpipe was used by several

families, faucets were generally spaced at intervals of every three or four houses.

This arrangement seemed to satisfy people's needs fairly well without requiring

them to travel too great a distance with buckets of water. The system was not
without faults, however. When waterlines were installed, the main pipes were

buried in deep ditches throughout camp. But where the waterline surfaced at
standpipes, water would often freeze during cold winter weather leaving people

temporarily without water until pipes could be thawed (Herb Maker personal
communication).

Indoor plumbing was first installed in company homes when several
separate camps were combined into one large woods community at La Pine camp,

in

1932

(Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). Initially, water

was piped only to kitchen sinks. But as La Pine camp residents became
accustomed to the new convenience, additional plumbing was installed for showers

and flush toilets (Clint Olson,Jr. personal communication). Hot water for sinks
and showers was furnished by range pressure boilers. These were connected to
cook stoves equipped with water fronts attached at the back of the fire box (Sears
and Roebuck

1908:610, 627).

Food Storage

Families stored their dried goods and non perishable food items in pantries

and kitchen cabinets. Storage of meat, fruit, vegetables and dairy products,
however, required certain precautionary measures if food was to be kept from
spoiling.

Until electrical installation in the mid 1930s made refrigeration

appliances possible, camp residents addressed food preservation in two ways. The

first was by use of wooden coolers provided by Shevlin-Hixon (Herb Maker
personal interview). Attached to the outside wall of the house near the front door,

coolers measured approximately three feet high by two feet wide and were about
twelve inches deep (Fig. 6.5). Similar in design to indoor cabinets, they had several

internal shelves, a hinged door that latched, and screen side-panels for ventilation.

Oral history participants recall that, depending on seasonal temperatures, outdoor
coolers could be used to store just about any kind of perishable food (Lee Maker,

Clint Olson,Jr. personal interview). The second method of food preservation was
by use of subterranean root cellars. Cellars were generally located along one side

of the house and close at hand to the kitchen door (see Fig. 6.3). Family men

excavated root cellars, shoring up sides with railroad ties and other lumber
provided by the company. Most of the land where Shevlin-Hixon camps were
located is overlain with pumice from the Mount Mazama eruption, so time required

to excavate the feature was relatively brief and not too rigorous. To expedite the

process, friends often helped each other install cellars (Herb Maker personal
interview). Conforming to the length of ties, the cellar's width was generally eight

feet across. Depending on a family's particular needs, however, the feature might

range from eight to sixteen feet long (Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communication). Once the six foot depression was excavated and shoring in place,
2x4's were placed across the top to form the roof, then covered with a thick mantle

of dirt to provide insulation
communication).

(Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal

Entry into the cellar was through a door or opening at the top of
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Fig. 6.5: The Walter residence at La Pine camp, ca. 1933. The

wooden cooler, in upper right corner, was used to store
perishable foods (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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Le feature, usually followed by a descent of several steps. Sometimes there
uld be a second door at the bottom of the steps. Herb Maker remembers that
people would "keep their meat there and apples and vegetables and canned fruit.

They did a lot of canning in those days. But the cellar really took care of
everything. Ya make a little wine, well, ya put that in the cellar too. By the time
the camp was ready to move again the boards on top were about ready to rot. So
they'd just leave the thing right there" (Herb Maker personal communication).

Slop Holes

In addition to the outhouse and root cellar, there was one other outdoor
feature associated with each family home. A subterranean pit referred to as a
"slop hole". Similarly to the cellar, family men excavated the slop hole. Situated

somewhere between the root cellar and outhouse, the depression measured

approximately six feet deep by six feet square (Clint Olson Jr., Lee Maker
personal interviews). It is not clear whether side walls of the feature had wooden

supports, but given the porous nature of local soils, shoring would likely have
been a necessity.

Shevlin-Hixon provided a platform constructed of wood to cover the holes

(Fig. 6.6). Like other structures, slop hole covers moved with camps when they
relocated to new sites. In the center of the platform was a raised, hollow, chute
like structure that was roughly one foot high by two feet square and was covered

by a lid with a handle. Household refuse was dispensed of by raising the lid and

dumping garbage through the opening of the chute (Clint Olson Jr. personal
interview).

The logic of covering slop holes is easily understandable. Imagine the
chagrin of a worker, for example, who, walking home from the pool hail one night,

suddenly finds himself waist deep in an open garbage pit. Or hearing that one of
her children has inadvertently fallen (or been pushed) into a neighbor's open slop
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1 inch = 2 feet

Fig. 6.6: "Slop holes" were used to dispose of organic materials and other refuse.
For safety, the depressions were covered with wooden platforms. Slop hole
covers were moved with houses when camp relocated to a new site.
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hole, a mother rushes to the scene to find her child floundering around in three
feet of gurry and other refuse. In addition, open pits would tend to attract greater

numbers of vermin and flying insects. By placing a platform over them, the
features were at once made safer and more sanitary.

Slop holes were generally reserved for table scraps and other organic
material. Oral history participants claim, however, that all sorts of additional

materials such as toys, bottles, and cans occasionally found their way into the
feature (Lee Maker personal interview). Clint Olson, Jr. claimed that "kids would

sometimes open 'em up and drop something in just to watch it fall in" (personal
interview).

If a camp was located at a particular place for an extended period of time,
some family slop holes might fill up. Although this may have occurred only rarely,

a new one would have to be excavated if necessary. A popular story circulates
among long-time camp residents concerning just such an occasion. Camp resident,

Charlie Chop, was apparently very fond of a neighbor lady's lemon meringue pie.
To please her husband, Millie, Charlie's wife, approached her neighbor friend and

asked for the pie recipe. After numerous attempts, Millie succeeded. But not

before she filled an entire slop hole with lemon meringue pie (Clint Olson, Jr.
personal interview). Although the story is obviously an exaggeration, it would
likely have provided a light hearted excuse for needing a new garbage pit.

Bachelor Accommodations
Bachelors constituted an important, though often transient, segment of
Shevlin-Hixon's logging operations (Fig. 6.7). Generally less skilled than married

men, they worked as toggle knockers, gandy dancers, hostlers and track layers as

well as rigging slingers and choker setters. When measured against men with

families, however, their rate of employee turn-over was much greater.
Responsible for no one but themselves, bachelors enjoyed considerable freedom of
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movement. Dissatisfied with working conditions, an arbitrary woods boss, or upon
bearing reports of higher wages paid elsewhere was often all it took to send many

packing on short notice (Rajala 1989:170). Such prevaffing conditions were noted
by the Bend Bulletin

(8/28/23)

when it reported in the mid 1920s:

During the winters when nearly all the coast and inland mills are
closed down, milimen and woodsmen flock to Bend for a winter's job.

During the summers, however, men are attracted by the higher
wages paid for jobs in many different lines of work. ..Turnover has
been cut down to a considerable extent, but owing to the habit of
wandering which is characteristic of men employed in the lumber
industry it can never be eliminated.. .Lumberjacks are a notoriously
restless class of men and no amount of improvements in the camps
intended for their comfort can make them entirely satisfied and they
like to drift from one camp to another.

Similarly, Clint Olson, Jr., the son of a company time clerk and long time camp
resident recalls, "the single men remained more or less independent and neither
asked for or gave any help. Some of 'em had worked for Shevlin, twenty, thirty
years. [But] some of 'em were just here for a few days. My father told me at one
time, "we got three different crews. There's the crew that's comin' and the crew
that's workin' and the crew that's goin" (personal communication).

Unlike married men, bachelor loggers lived in company bunk houses that
remained on railroad spurs (Fig. 6.8). Bunk houses measured sixteen feet wide by
forty feet long and were divided into two open rooms (Meister 1921;28). Each room

had a single entryway, a wood stove for heating and could accommodate six men.
Cupolas and numerous windows provided interior lighting as well as ventilation.

Beds and mattresses were provided by the company, although each man was
responsible for keeping his personal space clean and his bedding laundered.

Typically spartan in nature, shirts, coats, and hats hung from pegs or nails
hammered into bunk house walls, while shirts or other garments were draped
across windows to act as curtains (Fig. 6.9 and 6.10). Because single men tended to
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Fig. 6.7: Bachelors constituted an important, though often transient,
segment of Shevlin-Hixon's logging operations, ca. 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 6.8: Single men lived in company bunk houses that remained on
railroad spurs (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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Fig. 6.9: Bunk house accommodations were typically spartan in nature
(photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 6.10: Shirts, coats, and hats hung from pegs or nails hammered into walls,
while garments were draped across windows to act as curtains. Sometime in
the 1930s, bachelors' quarters were modified so each man had his own room
(photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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be a relatively mobile group who shared close quarters, bed bugs were a common

annoyance in bachelor bunk houses. To combat the problem, "bug bombs" were
periodically used in their rooms and men would set the legs of their bunks in tuna

fish cans filled with kerosene (Lee Maker and Clint Olson, Jr., personal
communication). Oral testimony implies that sometime in the

1930s

bachelors'

quarters were modified so that each man had a separate room.

Dining Rooms and Cook House

Shevlin-Hixon operated one cook house and three dining rooms for the
single men in its camps. Like bunk house accommodations, meals provided by the

company were not free of charge. The number of meals each worker ate in
company dining rooms were recorded and the total number deducted from his
wages at the end of each pay period (Herb and Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert personal
communication).

The cook house and dining rooms measured sixteen feet wide by forty feet

long, remained on railroad spurs, and were included in the main cluster of
company buildings (Meister

192 1:28).

Nearby was a storage car, one half of which

was used for canned goods and non-perishables while the other section served as a
refrigerated meat house. According to Meister

(1921:28),

large subterranean cellars

for cook house provisions were no longer used in Shevlin-Hixon logging camps by

1921. Nevertheless, oral history participants as well as the photographic record
indicate that cook house cellars (Fig. 6.11 and

6.12)

were still being used in

1920

(Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr., LaDessa Walter personal interview).

Dining room car interiors were arranged with a row of six foot long picnic
tables and benches along each side of the car with a passageway down the middle.

Such an arrangement provided seating for sixty men in each facility (Meister
1921:28).
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I'ig. 6.11: 'I'he activity at center photo is the Shevlin-Hixon band
entertaining camp residents at a 1920 camp. Children, at left, are most
likely standing on a large, cook house cellar (photo courtesy of LaDessa
Walter).
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Use of cook house cellars, such as the one in the lower left
corner, were discontinued around 1921 (photo courtesy of LaDessa
Fig. 6.12:

Walter).
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Recorded information concerning the interior of cook houses, what
appliances were used and how they were arranged is not available. Similarly,
aside from remembrances about a long table with a metal covered counter top that

ran down the center of the facility, and that wood heated, commercial stoves were
used for cooking and baking, long time-camp residents recall little about how the

space was used inside the building (Clint Olson, Jr., Lois Gumpert personal
communication). Nevertheless, given the size of the structure, and when compared

with cook house facilities recorded by other companies, it could be assumed that

features necessary to prepare and cook meals for as many as 180 men would
include: one to three cook stoves, storage cabinets, drawers, shelves, and sinks
situated along the sides of the building. Unlike family homes, electrical lighting
for both the cook house and dining rooms was provided by the camp power plant
(family homes received electricity in 1936 (Meister 1921:28)).

An interesting feature of the cook-house design was a "slop hole" built into

its floor. The purpose of this addition was for disposal of garbage left over from

meals. Like many logging companies of the day, Shevlin-Hixon knew that the
quality and quantity of food it offered was a condition of labor. Bachelor loggers

might grudgingly accept a cut in pay or an increase in hours, but reduce the
amount of food served at meal time and there might be a shortage of labor the next
day (Conlin

1979:171-172;

Lois Gumpert personal communication). Since leftovers

were generally considered a dirty word in logging camps (Emmerson

1963:48),

a

considerable amount of food was thrown out at the end of each meal (Lee and
Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). When meal time was over,

waitresses would bring table scraps back into the cook house and dump the refuse
through the slop hole into a wagon parked under the facility (Lee and Herb Maker,

Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). The wagon was later hauled to the pig
pens where the remains of a day's meals were fed to the camp's hogs.
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Hogs raised in camp were, apparently, not owned by the company.
According to long-time camp resident, Clint Olson, Jr., one way his father
supplemented his earnings as a camp clerk was by raising bogs. The elder Olson
would breed and raise pigs in pens kept at camp, feeding them siop from the cook
house. When they reached a certain age, Clint's father would butcher the pigs

(Fig. 6.13) and sell the meat to the company (Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communication). Similarly, Herb Maker recalls:

All the slop from the cookhouse [they fed to the pigs and] once a week
they'd butcher [them] for the cookhouse. [As kids] we used to go down
and watch them butcher. They'd go out, shoot one, [then] roll it onto a
little sled so they could get the pig out of the pen. Then they had a big
vat and a place they could hoist the pig up and clean em. They'd put
him in this vat with hot water and scrape all the hair off. They had a
little screened in area they'd hang him in to cool, then take him up to the
cookhouse. There was an Austrian lady, whenever they were butcherin'
hogs, she'd come down with her bucket and get the blood to make blood
sausage. I never ate any, but some of those people said it was real good.
And I imagine it was. Rosie Mazaar, her name was. She was a good cook
(personal communication).

With the exception of pork, all other cook-house supplies were purchased from
wholesalers in Bend.

Providing three meals a day seven days a week for a hundred or more woods

workers was a formidable undertaking; one that required the employment of one

to two full time cooks (depending on the size of camp) and a number of cooks
helpers, waitresses, and dishwashers (Lois Gumpert, Lee and Herb Maker,
Maurine Ratliff personal communication). Waitresses were usually the wives or
daughters of loggers.

Beginning in the early hours of the morning, cooks and helpers were at
work firing up stoves, making preparations for the morning meal, and putting
together "nose bags", the sack lunches loggers would eat in the woods (Lee Maker

personal communication). At 6:00 a.m., the meal bell rang calling workers to
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Fig. 6.13: Left to right; Ted Wathne and Clint Olson, Sr., with
a hog ready for butchering. Hogs were raised and butchered
in camp to provide fresh pork for cook house meals, Ca. early
1920s (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

breakfast. Lois Gumpert recalls that loggers "didn't do much talking while they
were eating. It wasn't a social thing. They didn't tarry at the tables because the
cooks and waitresses wanted them to get on so they could get with their work"
(Lois Gumpert personal communication). After loggers were out the door, the

cook house staff would have their breakfast. Then came the task of clearing
tables, cleaning floors, washing dishes, peeling potatoes, baking pastries and other
preparations for the evening meal.
One of the more objectionable morning jobs among waitresses was cleaning
floors. Loggers, evidently, liked their coffee hot. When they got their first cup

poured in the morning, they would allow it to sit for a few minutes to heat the

mug, then dump the contents under the table onto the floor (Clint Olson, Jr.
personal communication). Despite the mess left behind when loggers departed,

the caulk-chewed floors were always bleached and spotless when the men
returned for their next meal (Lois Gumpert personal communication). Dinner was

served around six o'clock, after which the cook house staff followed the same
routine they followed after breakfast.

Logging companies considered cooks one of their most important camp
employees (Ruegnitz 1921:6; Conlin

1979:175-175)

simply because a good cook

could draw men to camp and a bad one could drive them away. Given this
situation, a good cook was sometimes given preferential treatment and considered

"a little bit higher than the average laborer" (Herb Maker personal
communication), Indeed, one of Shevlin-Hixon's cooks was known to operate a

small still during prohibition on the back burner of a cook-house stove. For
obvious reasons, alcohol was never tolerated on the job in logging camps. Yet, so

long as the cook produced meals that satisfied loggers, the still on the cook-house

stove was tolerated by Shevlin-Hixon management (Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communication).

The quality and quantity of food served by logging camp cook houses and
consumed by loggers is legendary, and the Shevlin-Hixon camps were no exception

to this rule. Logging, is perhaps one of the most physically demanding occupations

(Conlin 1979:168) and woods workers required large quantities of food merely to

keep working. What men demanded and Shevlin provided was good, belly-filling
food and plenty of it. Bob Conklin recalls:
They really fed 'em good. Big breakfasts [with] hot cakes, potatoes, eggs,

bacon and toast. They didn't serve a lunch. [But] when [the bachelors
would] come in for breakfast they'd pick up their sack lunches. Big
sacks! [With] generally about three sandwiches, a boiled egg, an apple
and an orange and some cookies. Those cookies must have been about
ten or twelve inches in diameter and an inch thick. [It was] a meal in
itself, almost. [At dinner they served] meat and potatoes and vegetables
and a salad and fruit.. .And the cooks did their own baking.. .they made
huge pies and huge cakes. ..fried donuts.. .lots to eat. And boy, did those
people eat. [The company] used the philosophy that a full stomach
means a happy employee (personal communication).

During the years of the Great Depression, Shevlin-Hixon reduced the
number of bachelors it employed and closed down its camp cook house and dining

rooms. Those single men who remained, made arrangements to pay for and have

their meals with families (Lee Maker personal communication). But with the
return of economic stability and war time production during the 1940s, dining
facilities were resumed to accommodate increasing numbers of woods workers with

voracious appetites.

Bath House and Power Plant

The bath house and power plant were combined in one building that
remained on rails and was located near camp bunk houses (Lee and Herb Maker

personal communication). The entire structure measured sixteen feet wide by
forty feet long with an eight foot length of the car devoted to the Delco electric
light plant (Meister 1921:28).

Prior to the mid 1930s, when newly installed indoor plumbing made shower

facilities possible in family homes, all camp residents bathed at the company bath

house. Maintenance of the building was delegated to a male worker whose
responsibility was to keep the structure clean, to see that there was an adequate

supply of fuel for the wood burning stove, and to keep pressure in the hot water

boiler. The wood burning stove was constructed of two fifty gallon drums that
could burn four foot lengths of pine and heat a 300 gallon hot water tank (Clint
Olson, Jr. personal communication). The building was divided into a section for
men and a smaller portion for women. The men's facility contained eight to ten

shower stalls, four or five flush toilets, some wash basins, and a deep sink for
washing laundry (Lee and Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr., Lois Gumpert personal
communication). The women's side had two or three shower stalls and one or two

flush toilets and wash basins (Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).
Information provided by oral history participants implies that women and children

bathed sometime during the day while men bathed after they came in from work.

In addition, arrangements were apparently made between Shevlin-Hixon and the
U.S. Army during the 1940s to allow service men on maneuvers in the high desert
to use the company bath house. As Lois Gumpert recalls:

The bath house man usually would lock the ladies department up about
two in the afternoon because once they got in there he couldn't get 'em
out and they might use up too much hot water. So they run 'em out
before the men got in. And when the army was bivouacking out there
on Fort Rock, they had some agreement these soldiers could come in and
take showers. It seems to me they cut wood in payment for it because
they had to keep plenty of fuel for the boiler. I think they were allowed

two or three minutes under the shower. But it must have been a
blessing to them after being out on that Fort Rock desert (personal
communication).

The entire camp was wired for electricity in 1936 (Bend

Bulletin 5/15/36).

The new electrical system included two diesel-fueled caterpillar generators with a

combined capacity of sixty kilowatts of power (Bend Bulletin 5/15/36). When the

transition occurred, the space provided in the bath house for the original power

plant was no longer adequate. Where the new plant was located is not known.
The new system, however, was not without its drawbacks. Summit camp was
without water and electricity for a brief period of time when a fire broke out in the

power plant destroying the two generators, as well as two water tanks and a
tractor parts house (Bend Bulletin 5/25/43). The newspaper account reports no
residences damaged by the blaze.

Camp Schools
No matter how isolated the camps, children were given an education (Bend

Bulletin 12/3/23; Shevlin Equalizer Sept. 1922:13; 1923:12).

Shevlin-Hixon

provided a railcar measuring sixteen feet wide by forty feet long that served as a

school for elementary aged children (Fig. 6.14). Older kids were transported to
high schools in nearby towns. Teachers were appointed to camp schools by local
school districts which also furnished desks and other classroom supplies (Lee and

Herb Maker, Lois Gumpert personal communication). Because camps relocated

periodically, schools alternated between the Bend/La Pine and Kiamath county
school districts.

In the early years, when several camps might be operating simultaneously,
it was sometimes necessary for the company to provide a school in more than one

camp. The company newsletter notes, for example, that camp one and two each

had about twenty-six elementary children enrolled in their schools (Sheulin
Equalizer Sept 1922:13; Sept. 1923:12). If the population of elementary-aged
children in a particular camp was comparatively small, however, a school would

not be provided. Instead children would be transported to a school in a larger
camp to attend classes (Lois Gumpert, Herb Maker personal communication).

..1.

The school house was divided into two or three rooms, depending on the size

of student population for a particular year. Each room had a separate teacher who

taught classes in reading, writing, English, arithmetic, and geography to several

different grade levels (Lois Gumpert, Herb Maker personal communication).
Children brought their lunch with them from home and ate in the school house.
Manufactured playground equipment was not provided for school recesses, but an

area was usually cleared nearby for playing baseball and other outdoor games
(Herb Maker personal communication).

When the move was made to La Pine camp in 1932, Shevlin-Hixon did not
provide a camp school. Instead, elementary and high school students were bussed

the six mile distance to attend school in La Pine (Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communication).

To accommodate the number of students, Shevlin-Hixon

purchased what was reputed to be the largest school bus of its day in Oregon, an
REO Speed Wagon bus (Fig. 6.15) (Lee Maker personal communication). Capable

of holding seventy-five passengers, the bus was outfitted with a single seat that

extended clear around the inside and a row of bench seats up the middle (Clint
Olson, Jr., Herb and Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert personal communication).

School accommodations were once again provided for elementary students

when logging operations relocated to Summit camp in 1942. Because the new
camp was located in Kiamath county, however, high school students no longer
attended classes in La Pine. Instead, they were bussed to Gilchrist which was part
of the Kiamath county school district (Bend

Bulletin 4/29/42;

Herb Maker personal

communication). But the distance between Summit camp and high school proved

to be a long ride for older students. Summit camp was located roughly fifteen
miles southeast of La Pine along the Fremont Highway. To get to high school,
students were bussed back to the junction of Highway 97 and the Fremont
Highway, where they passed within a few miles of their old school. From the
ion they traveled south about another twenty miles to Gilchrist. In the course

Fig. 6.14: Shevlin-Hixon provided railcars that served as schools
for elementary age children. Older kids were transported to high
school in nearby towns (photo courtesy of Clint Olson, Jr.).

Fig. 6.15: All camp children attended school in La Pine during the
1930s. For transportation, the company purchased an REO Speed
Wagon bus (photo courtesy of Clint Olson, Jr.).

of a day, high school students traveled roughly seventy miles between home and
school. When camp relocated for the last time to a site near Chemu.lt, both high

school and elementary age children were bussed to Gilchrist to attend school
(Herb Maker personal communication).

Oral history participants believe they received good instruction from school

teachers in camp and one year the district superintendent came to congratulate
students for having achieved the highest grades on state exams in the district
(Rosanna Duberow, Lee and Herb Maker, Lois Gumpert personal communication).

Camp Store
The camp grocery store was located in the "downtown" section near the cook

house, bachelor quarters, and office (Clint Olson, Jr., Herb Maker personal
communications).

Like other company buildings, the store was housed in a

railroad car that measured sixteen feet wide by forty feet long. Stores in early
Shevlin-Hixon camps may have been owned by the company, but by 1928 Clint
Olson, Sr. owned and operated the camp store (Rosanna Duberow, Lois Gumpert,

Herb Maker personal communication). Meat and produce were purchased from

O'Donnell's and other wholesalers in Bend (Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communication). During the

1930s,

Mr. Olson could no longer afford to operate, so

management of the business was transferred to Erickson's Grocery, a large retail

outlet in Bend (Bend Bulletin

5/6/38;

Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Numerous oral history participants claim that bad it not been for credit extended
by Erickson's, conditions would have been much worse for many camp and central

Oregon residents during the hard times of the Great Depression, (Melvin Raper,

Lois Gunipert, Lee Maker personal communication). The camp store sold only
groceries and miscellaneous items. People would purchase clothing and other
consumer goods when they visited Bend or Kiamath Falls (Rosanna Duberow, Lois
Gumpert personal communication).

Church

Shevlin-Hixon did not supply a building to be used strictly as a church.
Instead, church services were held in the community hail which was provided with

pews and a stage (Clint Olson, Jr., Herb Maker personal communication). As
noted, unlike other company buildings, the community hail measured sixteen feet
wide by sixty feet long. Social aspects concerning church services will be discussed

in chapter seven.

Round House

The round house was perhaps one of the largest buildings in ShevlinHixon's logging camps; it was certainly the longest. If the scale in Plate I is used as

an index, then the round house at Summit camp measured over two hundred feet.
The building was used as a place to store and perform routine maintenance on
railroad locomotives at the end of each work day and could accommodate as many
as three to four engines (Lee and Herb Maker personal communication).

According to long-time camp resident, Herb Maker (personal
communication), the name "round house" comes from railroad terminology for a
building that housed a turntable for changing direction of locomotives in terminals.

Needless to say, Shevlin-Hixon did not employ such an elaborate method for
rerouting its locomotives, nor is it likely that any other railroad logging company
did. Instead, Sbevlin-Hixon utilized "wyes" constructed near camp and logging

operations for changing direction of logging trains (Tonsfeldt 1987b:13, 15-16;
Herb Maker personal communication).

At the end of the day, logging locomotives were returned to camps where
they were greased, oiled, refueled, and refilled with water and sand. The engines

were then pulled into the round house and parked under vents in the ceiling to
carry away smoke and steam (Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). Early in

the morning, an individual known as a "hostler" would start the fire in the

locomotive's firebox to get steam pressure in the boiler up to operating speed
(McCulloch 1958:89; Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Transporting a building two-hundred feet long by train would be a
formidable, if not impossible, undertaking. Yet, like other buildings, the round
house traveled with camp as it moved to new locations. This was accomplished by

building the structure in numerous manageable sections. When it was time to
move, the round house was simply dismantled at the old camp, loaded aboard the

train, then reassembled once it reached its new destination (Martin Hansen
personal communication).

Refuse Disposal

Non-organic refuse was disposed of in several ways. By taking materials to

designated camp dumps, discarding cans and bottles at random areas along
roadways, or discarding them in family slop holes (Clint Olson, Jr., Herb and Lee
Maker, Lois Gumpert personal communication).

Oral history participants maintain that the location of particular camp
dumps varied. Some were situated on slopes or in ravines adjacent to camp, while

others were located anywhere from one quarter to a mile or more away (Clint

Olson, Jr., Herb and Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert personal communication).
Whatever the distance, designated dumps could be quite extensive depending on

the number of people present at a particular camp and how long it remained in
one place. Materials discarded at such locales consist of both domestic and
industrial refuse and include everything from articles of worn, out clothing, bottles
and tin cans, furniture, lumber, automobile bodies, and cook house refuse. Broad
scatters of gallon tin cans used by the cook house made up the majority of items at
camp dumps (Clint Olson Jr., Lois Gumpert, Lee Maker personal communication).

Discarding cans and bottles at random places throughout the woods was
another way camp residents disposed of household refuse (Herb Maker personal
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communication). Each family kept a burlap bag hung from a nail in a tree or post

to hold discarded cans and bottles. When the bag was full, and a family member
was driving somewhere, they would take the bag of refuse with them. Backing off

the road a short distance, they emptied the contents of the bag in the woods and

then continued on their way (Herb Maker personal communication). This may

account, in part, for the numbers of small isolated scatters of cans and bottles

currently found in parts of National Forests where logging camps were once
located. Disposing refuse in this way was considered acceptable simply because
forest lands surrounding camps were generally private property.

Some household bottles and cans also found their way into family slop
holes (Lee and Herb Maker, Clint Olson Jr. personal communication). The method
was not commonly practiced, however, because non-organic materials tended to fill

the limited space in slop holes too quickly (Herb Maker personal communication).

Oral history participants indicate that much of the debris currently scattered
around remnants of Shevlin-Hixon's logging camps are from activities of bottle
collectors digging in slop holes during the last twenty years or more (Lee Maker,
Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Other Structures

Information about other structures and features in Shevlin-Hixon logging

camps is not available. These include horse barns, pig pens, pump houses,
company warehouses, gas stations, car garages, and so on. Plate I indicates that
buildings at Summit camp, ca. 1942-1947, included a labor temple, saw filing sheds,

logging truck and bus garages, carpenter, machine, and welding shops, bulldozer

house, and sheds for cable and other supplies. Due to differences in technology
and camp layout, some of these buildings did not exist in camps before the 1930s.

Furthermore camps that were relatively small would not have required the size or

variety of buildings found in larger camps. The social aspects of buildings that

appeared in the mid 1930s, at La Pine camp, such as the tavern, gift shop, and soda

fountain, as well as the recreation hail will be discussed in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER 7
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Fair Weather, Outdoor Recreation
Although often living in isolated environments, camp residents did not lack
for entertainment. Living in close proximity to the Deschutes River and numerous
Cascade lakes, fair weather, outdoor activities away from camp generally centered
around picnics, fishing, hunting, swimming, and camping (Fig. 7.1).

The main obstacle to outdoor recreation was travel (Fig. 7.2). With few
exceptions, most roads located immediately adjacent to Bend (and many within the

city limits during the 1920s) alternated between dust and mud. Indeed, fInal
grading and paving of roads leading into Newberry Crater, as well as the Cascade

Lakes Highway, such popular areas with outdoor enthusiasts today, were not
completed until 1954 and 1956, respectively (Hatton, 1987:107, 127). Primitive road

conditions, however, were an accepted way of life for people living in ShevlinHixon logging camps and could be easily overcome with a little additional planning

and a decent automobile. Lois Gumpert recalls that "most camp residents had good

cars because living at a distance from other communities required them.
[Furthermore] people liked to go places on weekends, and they didn't have that

much to spend their money on" (personal interview). The prevalence of car
ownership by camp residents is further substantiated by the company newsletter,
the Shevlin Equalizer. Each month the newsletter published names of individuals

who recently acquired new cars and what models they had purchased (She vim
Equalizer, June 1921-January 1924). Thus, taking the necessary precautions
against foreseeable mishaps and the time to get to where one wanted to go, camp
workers and their families enjoyed many of the same central Oregon recreational
areas that people travel to today, if not in a somewhat more austere fashion.
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Fig. 7.1: Outdoor activities away from camp, centered around
picnics, fishing, hunting, camping and swimming, ca. 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 7.2: The main obstacle to outdoor recreation was road conditions.
With few exceptions, most central Oregon roads alternated between dust
and mud during the first half of the twentieth century, Ca. 1920s (photo
courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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During the first two decades of logging, many camps were situated near the

Deschutes River. Some were hardly more than a stone's throw away and an
evening of fishing or weekend swimming would have required no more than a
fifteen minute walk from camp. On the other hand, once access became available

by car into Newberry Crater and the foothills west of Bend, between
1920,

1915

and

camp residents began to visit those locales with greater frequency.

More appropriately termed auto trails, entry to upland areas was often
precarious. Furthermore, existing road conditions and the time required to get to
destinations implies that such trips were not spur-of-the-moment undertakings.
Canvas tents, gas stoves, oil lamps, metal coolers, groceries and fishing gear all
needed to be made ready and loaded into vehicles for the trip to the high country.
Despite the lengthy preparations, oral accounts indicate that such excursions were

looked forward to with pleasant anticipation (Rosanna Duberow, Lois Gumpert,
Herb Maker, Clint Olson, Jr., personal interviews).

From the

1920s through

the

1940s,

favorite upland fishing destinations west

of the Deschutes River included Todd and Elk Lakes. Whereas Paulina and East
Lakes in Newberry Crater were the choice of many individuals traveling east of the
Deschutes
1923:4;

(Sheulin Equalizer, July 1921:8;

Bend Bulletin, June

November

12, 1939). By the

had established resorts (Hatton,

early

1987:116, 131)

1921:9;

1920s,

June

1922:14; July

both Elk and East Lakes

arid oral testimony and private

photographic collections indicate the popularity of these and other nearby
locations for boating, fishing, and camping.

Logging is a way of life marked by periodic stops and starts. Labor disputes

aside, temporary curtailment of work could result from an over abundance of snow
or rain, ice clogged rivers arid mill ponds, extreme fire danger, sawmill renovation
or maintenance, over-production, or a decline in lumber markets. Such
circumstances have long plagued woods workers and their families and residents of

Shevlin-Hixon logging camps were no exception (Bend

Bulletin,

Dec.

29, 1919;

Mar. 28, 1921; June 28, 1923; Mar. 18, 1932; Nov. 21, 1934; Feb. 13, 1946; The

Timberman, Feb. 1929:25; Dec. 1930:116).

Although temporary shut-downs

undoubtedly caused brief financial hardship among certain individuals, most long-

time company employees with families remained with Shevlin-Hixon. After all,

such troublesome circumstances were a fact of logging, and workers could take
comfort in the knowledge that they would return to work in a matter of time. Fair

weather permitting, many camp residents used the occasion as an opportunity to
make extended road trips to predetermined destinations. The mill shut-down, for

annual repairs, was one such occasion. Maintenance often occurred around the

Fourth of July (Bend Bulletin, June 28, 1923; June 30,1930) and many camp

members chose to take their annual vacation at the same time. Gathering
community friends and extended family together, car caravans would depart camp

for Diamond Lake, Belknap Springs, Crater Lake or other destinations (Fig. 7.3
and 7.4). Lois Gumpert recalls:

The camp would close down, probably [around] the Fourth of July,

and everybody would take off. The camp would be practically
deserted. People would, surprisingly, go to the same place. For
instance, somebody'd say, "Fm going to Diamond Lake for the 4th".
Then another'd say, "well, I think well go too". First thing you knew,
here you had half the camp all in one area. We'd play baseball and
the guys would fish. They'd have a dance at the [Diamond Lake]
lodge and [some of the people] would rent horses and go horse back
riding (Personal interview).

The company newsletter and local newspaper also suggest that many
families used their vacation time during the 1920s and '30s to travel outside the
local area (Shevlin Equalizer, June 1922:14; Sept. 1922:13; Sept. 1923:12; Bend

Bulletin June 26, 1939). Some left to visit with family and friends for several
weeks in places as far away as the East Coast, the Lake States, Canada, California,

Arkansas and Kansas.

Those less inclined to take extended vacations, might
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Fig. 7.3: Camp residents often spent week-ends or holidays
together camping at Cascade lakes or along the Deschutes River,
Ca. early 1920s (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

Fig. 7.4: Diamond Lake was a popular holiday destination for many
camp residents, ca. 1923 (photo courtesy of LaDessa Walter).

journey to the Oregon Coast for a number of days or visit relatives west of the
Cascades.

By today's standards, a trip west of the Cascades from Central Oregon
would be considered a commonplace occurrence. However, traveling west of the
mountains from Bend presented an entirely different experience in the 1920s and
30s. Although an alternate route to west side destinations was by driving north to
The Dalles and then west along the Columbia River, motorists generally preferred
the shorter route over the McKenzie Pass. Due to heavy snowfall, however, travel

over the pass was restricted to fair weather conditions. Yet, even when the pass
was open, driving the winding road around meadows, across lava beds and down

water drainages was long and laborious. Hatton
from Sisters to Corvallis, in the mid

1920s,

(1987:38)

reports that the trip

took twelve hours and that five miles an

hour was the top speed motorists could make over some portions of the lava beds.
Former camp resident Melvin Raper remembers a trip over the McKenzie Pass as a

boy when a "wheel come off the old Model A and went rollin' down into the
blackberry bushes. It took an hour to find the wheel. Then, the car tipped over on
one sideH (personal interview). Regardless of the drawbacks to mountain driving,
the opening of the pass was clearly an occasion looked forward to by residents on
both sides of the Cascades (Bend Bulletin, June

11, 1935).

Outdoor Winter Recreation

The arrival of winter weather conditions generally curtailed opportunities
for distant travel. Men might occasionally venture out from camps to hunt deer or
ducks and geese near Crane Prairie or along the Deschutes River, but for the most
part, people remained close to home, and social functions were more closely tied to
camp.

Skiing was a popular winter pastime and numerous buttes and cinder cones

located throughout the area provided ample opportunity for limited downhill

skiing. But as a matter of convenience, camp employees often used company

equipment to groom ski and toboggan runs and build ski jumps in areas just

adjacent to camps (Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert, Clint Olson, Jr. personal
communications).

When weather conditions were right, ice skating was also a popular form of

winter recreation. As water levels dropped in irrigation canals and ditches, due to

curtailed winter water flows, long sheets of ice would form. With a little
exploration people would locate those frozen reservoirs and building bonfires to

warm themselves by, use the icebound canals for skating and sledding (Clint
Olson,Jr., Lee Maker, Rosanna Duberow personal communications).

The Company Picnic

According to long-time camp personnel and Bend residents alike, the
Shevlin-Hixon Company's annual Labor Day picnic was the "big event" in central
Oregon's ponderosa country during the 1920s (Lois Gumpert, Herb and Lee Maker,

Clint Olson, Jr., LaDessa Walter). This large-scale event was expensive and
involved considerable planning and preparation. Several days prior to the picnic,

workers cleaned and draped two train locomotives with red, white and blue
bunting and American flags. At the same time, repairs were made to log flatcars
and benches were secured to them to serve as passengers seats. These were used
to haul thousands of townspeople, mill workers, and logging camp residents to the
picnic site, thus adding to the festivity of the occasion (Fig. 7.5). Herb Maker, who
grew up in company logging camps during the 1920s recalls the annual event:

At camp, they'd polish up one of the locomotives.. .clean it all up good

and just have it shining. Then they'd take some flatcars and cover
'em with planks and build some seats on 'em. Then they had bunting
all around 'em. They did the same thing [with a train at the mill] in
Bend. Everybody would get on the train and head for Benham Falls
on that day. They'd pull the trains right down in the picnic area. The
Shevlin-Hixon mill had a band and they'd put them on a flatcar and

Liii]

bring them out to Benham Falls. The camp train usually [arrivedi
across the bridge, [onithe
before the one from Bend. [Theni
train from the mill, the band would start playin'. [Theni they'd push
comm1

their cars right down into the picnic area, too (personal interview).

While railroad workers readied locomotives and flatcars for departure, the

company woods department spent several days preparing the picnic grounds--

picking up debris, arranging picnic tables, constructing a dance floor to
accommodate two-hundred couples, laying-out areas for athletic and feature
events, and wetting down the grounds to reduce dust produced by thousands of
picnickers(Shevlin Equalizer, Sept., 1921:3; Bend Bulletin, 9/5/22; 8/30/23; 9/1/28).

The first annual Shevlin-Hixon Picnic was held July 25th, 1920 near Dillon

Falls for company employees, their families, and a number of selected guests
(Bend Bulletin, 7/23/20). The company asked employee families and company
guests to provide their own picnic lunches while Shevlin-Hixon supplied lunches

for bachelor employees and served up watermelon, ice cream, and lemonade for

For entertainment, the picnic committees planned a varied program of
contests and athletic events that included foot races, a tug of war, a pie eating
all.

contest, egg race, sack race and greased-pig battle. The company awarded cash or

merchandise prizes for each event with the total amount of prizes exceeding one
hundred dollars(Bend Bulletin, 7/23/20). A particularly entertaining feature of the

first picnic were the proceedings of the "Kangaroo" court. Prominent officials,
employees and guests were tried for their transgressions against the realm of
merriment and fined accordingly. When the court "adjourned", it had collected
nearly three hundred and fifty dollars in fines, the sum of which was then devoted
to the acquisition of equipment for the newly formed, thirty-five member, Shevlin-

Hixon Band. For all intents and purposes, everyone who attended this first
company picnic undoubtedly considered it a big success. Compared to future
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Fig. 7.5: Logging trains draped in red, white, and blue bunting and
American flags, were used to haul thousands of townspeople, mill
workers, and camp residents to annual company picnics (from the
Sheulin Equalizer,

Sept. 1921).
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picnics, however, this was a somewhat modest affair; only 1,840 people attended
(Bend Bulletin, 7/26/20).

For the second company picnic, the site of the annual festivities was shifted

to a new location. Until the event was canceled at the onset of the Great
Depression, the annual gathering was held at what was considered Shevlin-Hixon's
picnic grounds, just south of Benham Falls along the Deschutes River.

As time passed, employees invited more friends and relatives to their
company outing. With ever-increasing numbers of people attending the picnic,
Shevlin-Hixon evidently extended an open invitation to the entire community of
Bend(Bend Bulletin, 8/9123). Posters were distributed and announcements printed

in the local newspaper concerning directions to the picnic grounds for those
traveling by car. Travelers who came by rail were told when the train, referred to

as the "Picnic Special", would be leaving the mill (Fig. 7.6). Workers and
townspeople were encouraged to be at the mill by 9:00 because the train left the
stockyards at 9:15 A.M. sharp! For the excursion from the mill to Benham Falls,

the trains normally included two box cars full of picnic supplies, as well as
eighteen flatcars loaded with seventy passengers each. Because of the open
nature of conveyance, passenger safety was the order of the day. Consequently,
the sixteen-mile trip between the mill and the picnic grounds was a slow, hour and
a half trip (Shevlin Equalizer, 192 1:3; Bend Bulletin, 9/3/26).

Although Shevlin-Hixon requested that employee families and guests
supply their own picnic lunches, as the annual event grew in size, the company
began providing sandwiches and hot dogs as well as the customary watermelon, ice

cream and lemonade (Herb and Lee Maker interviews). Indeed, the number of
picnickers eventually stunned the Bend Bulletin:

More than 4,000 persons are estimated to have attended the picnic
yesterday. Promptly at 9 o'clock the long, flag draped train of 22 cars
left the mill yard for the picnic grounds. The band (Fig. 7.7) occupied
one car on the train and gave a concert while the train was being
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FOURTH
ANNUAL
ir
I

-

Of the Employes of

The Shevlin4IbonCompany
Will be held

Monday, September 3, 1923
Our employes andtheir families, and all our friendsare cordially
invited.

No Tickets Required
Benham Falls
Train leaves mill grounds 9:15 A. M. sharp!
Auto road via Lava Butte plainly marked
Bring your own lunches and drinking cups

ke Cream, Watermelons, Lemonade
Furnished Free

Fig. 7.6: Posters were distributed around town and
announcements printed in the local newspaper advertising
where and when the picnic would be held (from Bend
Bulletin

Aug. 9, 1923).
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Fig. 7.7: The Shevlin-Hixon Band provided music for dancing at the
annual employee picnic (from the Sheulin Equalizer, Sept. 1921).
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loaded. Four cars went to the picnic grounds from the two camps
while 735 automobiles visited the picnic grounds (Bulletin, Sept. 6
1927).

To commemorate the event, vendors wrapped ice cream in small bricks with

"Shevlin-Hixon Eighth Annual Labor Day Employes' Picnict' printed on the
wrappers. In addition to the complimentary hot dogs, ice cream, and lemonade, in
1929, the company also distributed about 7,500 pounds of watermelon to picnickers
and crackerjacks to 1,800 children (Bend Bulletin,

8/31129; 9/3/29).

As attendance levels increased, so too, did the number and variety of
contests and athletic events. Although dancing and foot races continued to be
popular, the picnic planning committees added new and different activities to the

program with additional cash prizes. The Bend Bulletin observed about the 1928

picnic, that the winner of the horseshoe pitching contest was awarded a box of
cigars, while the winner of the target- shooting event won a rifle. The winning
team of the popular tug of war between the mill and woods' crews was awarded
twenty-five dollars; the women's tug-of-war team garnered ten dollars. First place

teams in both the log buckers' and choppers' competition were awarded ten
dollars. Three dollars went to the winner of the sausage-eating competition as
compared to two dollars for the person who ate the most pie during that event.
The company awarded cash prizes for numerous other events that were planned

according to age and gender. Finally, the company distributed interesting cash
presents to individuals. Two dollars were awarded to the oldest man present; five
dollars to the largest family; and two dollars to the most handsome man.

One can not help imagining, as the poem by Guy E. Fuller indicates (Fig.

7.8), that the orders of the day at these Shevlin-Hixon celebrations were to eat,
drink, play, and above all else, have fun. Indeed, the Bend

Bulletin

reported for

the Labor Day Festivities in 1922, that company employees Herbert Frailey and
Earl Wright, were designated as "gloom chasers" to assure a merry time for all.
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The Shevlin-Hixou Picnic
Guy E. Fuller

At nine o'clock on Labor Day, a
train, a mile long,
Pulled from the Shevlin-Hixon mill
with music and with song.
Each car was loaded down with tons
and tons of human freight,

What great event in history was it
to celebrate?
The beauty, and the talent, and the
wisdom of a nation,

All gathered in one multitude, to
honor with a will,
The annual picnic given by the Shevlin-Hixon mill.

Henry Ford sent his regrets and
said: "It is so far,
I can't be there in person, but I'll
surely send a car."
President Coolidge was to be the
speaker of the day--

But his airplane went fluey and he
had to stay away;
But he sent out an SOS that reached a faithful friend,
So his views were well presented by
a senator from Bend.
"If I wasn't busy sawing wood,"
came word from "Kaiser Bill,"

"I'd attend the annual picnic of the
Shevlin-Hixon mill."
There were melons by the thousand,
Every kind of ice cream made--

They sliced lemons in the river tifi
it turned to lemonade.
The Jiggling and Maggie history
cartooned upon a cake,
It took the leading chef in Bend an
even month to make.
The crowd ate till they couldn't
eat another bit,
And then, sat down again and ate a
lot on top of it.
There never was such feasting and
Such feeding seen until
The annual picnic given by the Shevlin-Hixon mill.

On an open air pavilion, that was
built for the affair,
A thousand dancers floated like a
feather in the air.
And while fair vamps and bolder
sheiks were going through their
paces,
The grandmammas and grandpapas
were simply jazzing aces.
For when the Shevlin-Hixon band
with music filled the air,
"Folks" with bobbed hair and with
bald heads were hoeing down
for fair:
And if the band was playing yet,
they would be dancing still
At the the annual picnic given by the
Shevlin-Hixon mill.

Fig. 7.8: The merits of the Shevlin-Hixon Picnic were eulogized in a poem by Guy E. Fuller
and published in the Shevlin Equalizer, in September 1923.
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To further celebrate the frivolity of the occasion, the Shevlin Equalizer
(Sept. 1922:3-7, 10-11) published an account of the event in the style of biblical
verse titled, "Chronicles of the Shevhixonites":

1.

And he who sitteth at the right

hand of the great mogul caine to me
and said, "Write thou all that thou
Seest when the children of Shev and
the children of Hix exodus to Benham
Falls for their annual picnic.
18. On rolled the train through
the valleys and over the hills, and
behold, all the multitude was joyful,
for it was the command of the great
mogul that all be merry.
35. And while the strong men
pulled their pull, and the multitude
filled their bellies, the musicians who
had been provided by the great mogul
with instruments of silver, played
sweet music under direction of one
who waved a stick, but exerted himself in no other maimer. And the
leader of the band is known to all as
Bill, the son of Schlicting.
37. And while I walked amongst
the people, I beheld the great mogul
himself, him who is known as the son
of Hexmessey, and I bowed in admiration before his capacity for pie which
had been baked by one who is known
as Cora, the wife of Brosterhous.

43. Again being wearied by the
multitude of diversion which was offered, I took myself to the far corners
where there stood the cars of them
who could not find room on the train.
But once more prudence dictates that
I forget what I saw.
58. But while the multitude looked
around for new amusement, the musicians who had eaten their fill, gathered together and began to play so
that all might dance to the glory of
the great mogul, or for their own
pleasure.
65. There was also one who
walked around the grounds carrying
a small black box, and in that box
there are eyes that see all things and
record them on ifims of gloss. And
his name is Roy, the son of Van
Vleet, and he it is who recorded much
of great interest, and keeps it locked
in his box.
69. And there are also many other
things which the multitude did,
which if they should be written every
one, I suppose even the world itself
could not contain the books that
should be written.

Regardiess of company efforts, the big picnic did not always go according to

plan or end on a happy note. With attendance measuring in the thousands of
people, accidents were bound to occur even though the company's stated policy
was "Safety First" (Shevlin Equalizer, Sept. 1921:3). To guard against individual

recklessness or unforeseen accidents, Shevlin-Hixon posted men on the open
passenger cars of the "Picnic Special" to encourage appropriate and safe conduct.
Along the Deschutes River at Benhani Falls the company stationed men who were
good swimmers with coils of rope to assist anyone who might get into trouble. The

company also provided a first-aid station at the picnic grounds manned by
J.D.Donovan, director of the Lumbermen's Hospital in Bend (Bend Bulletin,

8125/21; 9/5/22). Furthermore, the firm admonished the public to "be careful on the

train--be careful not to start forest fires" (Bend Bulletin, Sept. 3, 1926). Despite
those precautions and warnings, tragedy struck early on September 3, 1923. Ted

Wathne, who had been with the company for nineteen years, fell under the
wheels of the train and was killed while attempting to board the moving cars
leaving for the picnic grounds from one of the logging camps (Sheulin Equalizer

September, 1923). Lee Maker, although a young boy at the time, recalled that
alcohol was involved in the incident.

"I don't know why he got off the train; they

stopped some place and he was standing between the cars and [when] the train
took off, [it] took his legs off. [Iti hit my dad pretty hard" (personal interview). At

the time of the announcement, a subscription was being taken for the purpose of
erecting a suitable headstone on his grave in the Bend cemetery. Five years later,
two days after the annual celebration, the picnic grounds were on fire. Evidently,
carelessness had resulted in a grass fire that spread to the surrounding forest. The

blaze put up enough smoke to be platted by several lookout stations. Employees

of the Shevlin-Hixon Company eventually extinguished the wildfire (Bend
Bulletin, Sept. 6, 1928). Although those episodes are tragic and unfortunate, oral

and newspaper sources agree that they represent the exception rather than the
rule. The accidents that did occur, tended to be minor scrapes and bruises.

From outward appearances, the company intended the annual picnic as a
reward for employees, as well as the community, for their hard work and support.

However, it is likely that ulterior motives were also involved. It should be
remembered that only a few years before Shevlin-Hixon began sponsoring its

picnic, the timber industry was characterized by worker restlessness and
discontent. Conflict between labor and management eventually culminated, in

1917, when disgruntled workers engaged in hundreds of strikes in the region's
lumber industry temporarily closing "virtually all logging operations east of the

Cascade Range.. .[andl ninety percent of the logging and milling operations in
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western Washington" (Schwantes 1989:281; Tyler 1954:20). Managers generally

responded to the demands of militant laborers by doling out equal parts of
repression and reform. Rajala (1989:175) maintains that during the 1920s,

numerous large logging firms were adopting new strategies, in the form of
incentives, in an effort to keep workers on the job, instill employee loyalty, and
blur class distinctions between labor and management. Besides offering elaborate

employee picnics, companies (including Shevlin-Hixon) also began to entice
workers with incentive payment schemes, insurance policies, and more modern
logging communities.

Although Shevlin-Hixon was geographically isolated from much of the

turmoil occurring in the industry, during the early twentieth century, it
doubtlessly was well aware of the situation. Sponsoring company picnics, then,

was simply one strategy the company used in an attempt to alleviate discontent

and break down barriers between labor and management. And Shevlin-Hixon
was far from the only company experimenting with idea. The West Coast
Lumberman (May 15, 1925:1) emphasized that company picnics can contribute

much to...

the solving of the great question of unrest. This is accomplished in
no better way than by having the men and their managers gather
together for a day of fun and enjoyment, away from the mifi and the
logging camp. There must be music and games and much food; the
wives and children of the men should be there--a day of relaxation,
where those in authority can be on a friendly footing with the men
who work for them. The employer is not looked upon as his boss
now, but becomes a part of his social life. Manager and man stand
on common ground.. .it will cause the men to get more of the joy of
living from their work.

From the companys perspective, if the annual picnic celebration
contributed to employee and community contentment, why not spend the money.

After all, with few exceptions, the Shevlin-Hixon operation had been productive
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and profitable. After completing its original mill, the company enlarged its facility
so that by mid 1923 it had constructed two additional mills next to Mill One. Those

three mills operated a total of four band saws and one gang saw (Bend Bulletin
9/27/16; 8/4122). During the same period, the company also added a third turbine

for electrical generation, erected a second waste burner, and installed five
additional boilers and ten dry kilns. To its woods department it added a third
skidding machine and purchased an additional locomotive engine to add to its fleet
of logging railroad trains. With such resources, the mill's total cutting capacity was

15 million feet of lumber a month or 160 million feet a year after allowances were

made for winter reductions (Bend Bulletin, 9/27/16; 8/4/22; 2/28/23). Considering

the capital required to operate such a facility, the several thousand dollars used to

finance the annual company picnic would certainly have been money well spent.

Particularly so, if it alleviated concerns about potential labor unrest while at the
same time instilling employee loyalty. In defense of Shevlin-Hixon's actions, it

should be noted that such events and expenditures were certainly not required.
Large operations elsewhere never provided their employees with the same kind of

treatment. And that includes the Brooks-Scanlon firm, the mill that sat opposite
Shevlin-Hixon on the other side of the river.

Shevlin-Hixon sponsored its last annual employee picnic in 1930. No one

suspected that this would be the last of its kind in central Oregon. Newspaper
accounts and oral testimony indicate that the final "annual frolic" was no different

in size or scope from those that had come before. In addition to the two "Picnic
Specials" that carried attendees to Benham Falls, 753 automobiles were counted at

the grounds as well (Bend Bulletin Sept. 2, 1930). As passengers disembarked
from the mill train to join the festivities, as if symbolic of the occasion, a chorus of
thirty-three boys and girls from the logging camps under the direction of Reverend

George Redden, "Pastor of the Pines", greeted the visitors with songs (Bend
Bulletin Sept. 2, 1930).
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The Bend Bulletin

(8/25/31)

carried only a brief notice concerning the Labor

Day Holiday in 1931; a harbinger of the hard times to come. Shevlin-Hixon
announced that it would not hold its annual Labor Day picnic for employees of the

company and their friends. The company said that it hoped to resume its picnic

next year. Whatever the hopes and aspirations, the company-sponsored Labor
Day celebrations never occurred again. As long-time camp resident Lee Maker
commented,... "that was the greatest thing there ever was. ..out there at Benham

Falls. Then the depression caine along and they stopped doing that" (personal
interview).

Camp Entertainment

Workers and their families spent much of their leisure time participating in
activities around camp By the mid 1930s, Shevlin's logging camp had a population

of 600-700 people.

At that point in time, such a population represented a

relatively sizable community east of the Cascades. As might be expected from a

community of this size, a number of amenities ensued for its residents leisure
entertainment and enjoyment. Railroad cars were converted into a community

hail, a tavern with pool tables and slot machines, barber shop, grocery store,
library, and gilt shop with soda fountain and beauty salon.

Movies

The community hail was a focal point for numerous social activities in camp.

It served as a location for camp meetings, potluck dinners, children's programs, as
a movie theater, non-denominational church, and community dance hall (Herb and

Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert, LaDessa Waiter, Rosanna Duberow, Clint Olson, Jr.
personal communication).

Shevlin-Hixon provided movies for its camps, during the 1920s, and every
week a new feature was shown at the community hail. Movies of the silent-screen,
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films included such box office stars as Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray, Constance
Talmadge and occasionally performances by a couple of small time actors by the

names of Clark Gable and John Wayne. In addition to the feature presentation, a
Pathe News Weekly or comedy was also shown (Shevlin Equalizer June 1922:17).

Announcements about coming attractions were published each month in the
company newsletter (Fig. 7.9) along with a request for suggestions or criticisms,
from camp residents, about picture selections (Shevlin Equalizer June 1921; Jan.
1922; July 1923). Movies were a popular form of weekly entertainment for many
camp residents and often drew a large crowd. The Shevlin Equalizer reports (Jan.

1922:4) that for the week of January 22, one hundred and thirty-five people, at
"Camp One", attended the evening showing of "The Sage Hen". Former camp
residents also maintain that movies were shown at the La Pine high school during
the 1930s (Lee Maker, Rosanna Duberow personal communication).

Church Services

Church services were held regularly at the community hail (Lee and Herb
Maker, Lois Gumpert, Rosanna Duberow personal communication). The camp did

not have a resident minister, so the Reverend George Redden came to camp and
held non-denominational services (Lee and Herb Maker, Lois Gumpert, Rosanna

Duberow personal communication). Better known in central Oregon as the
"Pastor of the Pines" (Fig. 7.10), Redden lived in Bend but made frequent trips to
Shevlin-Hixon logging camps. Besides conducting religious services, he initiated a

number of youth activities and a summer bible school for camp children.

Oral

history participants remember Mr. Redden as a well liked man who "just did a lot

of good" for the logging community. Nevertheless on at least one occasion his
activities angered some camp residents. The incident allegedly involved soliciting
money for support of his religious endeavors. Lee Maker recalls:
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Coming Attractions at the
Camp Theater
These shows are for everybody. We want to see your smile
as often as you wish to come. Any suggestions regarding the
selection of pictures that you think would be better than thOse
now showing will be considered as a favor. The shows are for
you and we want you to enjoy them. The operator is good na-

turedtell him anything you likehe will appreciate any suggestion you may offer.

July 4th

Dorothy Gish
in

"LITTLE MISS REBELLION"
If you have ever liked Dorothy you are sure to adore her In this.
Funny? That don't half express it.
And a Two Reel Mack Sennett Comedy.

July 11th
"FRONTIER OF THE STARS"
An all star cast.

Produced by Cecil B. De Mille.

July 18th
"AN OLD FASHIONED BOY"
One of Charles Ray's Best.

July 25th
"THE KENTUCKIAN"
This picture ranks among the best of it's type ever produced.

August 1st
"BURGLAR PROOF"
A Bryant Washburn Comedy.
With each program a Pathe News Weekly or a Comedy will
be shown In addition to the feature.

Fig. 7.9: Armouncements about coming movie attraction were

published each month in the company newsletter (from the
Shev!in Equalizer February 1923).
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He went back to Boston [one time]. And to get some money out of
these wealthy people, he told them there were a lot of people out

there [in the camps] that were illiterate--and they weren't! They
were just as sharp as anybody else. But there was an article in a
paper they printed back there and some of the fellas got a hold of it.
They were pretty mad at him (personal communication).

Although it is not clear, Reverend Redden may also have attended to the spiritual
needs of camp residents working for other central Oregon logging companies.

Many Catholic residents did not attend the non-denominational service
(Clint Olson, Jr., Lois Gumpert personal communication). Instead, Mass was held

in the community hail or family homes by Father Sheehan, parish priest of St.
Francis in Bend (Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication).

Long time camp residents do not recall weddings or baptisms in camp. The

general consensus is that people went to Bend or other towns to be married or
baptized.
Occasionally, traveling evangelists and missionaries would come to Shevlin-

Hixon camps. With photographs, pamphlets, and films they would speak of their
cause and labors with the less privileged of the world. In addition, on at least one

occasion, William C. Tuttle's traveling medicine show held a series of outdoor
programs at the La Pine camp (Bend Bulletin, June 12, 1939). Few details about

the exact nature of these meetings are available, but oral accounts indicate that
they were well received by camp residents (Rosanna Duberow and Clint Olson,
Jr., personal interviews).

Community Dances

Dances have always played an important role in the life of a community. They
provide opportunities for old friends meet in a festive atmosphere and talk of past
experiences, present conditions, or discuss future community endeavors. Occasions

for dancing also provide a relaxed background where views about family and
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children can be exchanged, a congenial environment for the development of new

friendships and a cheerful setting where young men and women can meet and
relationships grow. Shevlin-Hixon logging camps were no exception to such social
needs. Indeed, several of the individuals who participated in the oral history

project, either met or had relatives who met, future spouses at a community dance
(Walter, Baer, personal interview).

Camp dances were held once or twice a month on Saturday nights.
Announcements were posted on camp bulletin boards or spread by word of mouth.

In addition, company newsletters often noted when and where dances would be
held (Sheulin Equalizer, Dec. 1921:4; Feb. 1922:4; April 1923:15). Announcements

made in this way reached a broader audience and served to inform members of
extended family and friends in other camps, as well as sawmill employees, of the

approaching occasion. It is also likely that newsletter announcements assured a
fairly noteworthy attendance.

Regardless of size, the events were pleasant, though often boisterous
affairs. Men worked hard in the woods and in often dangerous situations and

numerous accounts as well as the photographic record attest to the liberal
consumption of alcoholic beverages during social occasions (LaDessa Walter, Clint

Olson, Jr., Herb and Lee Maker, Robert Conklin, personal interviews). Dances

with their atmosphere of friendly jocularity would certainly have been no
exception to this rule. As might be expected, fights broke out on occasion as a
result of misunderstandings due to over-indulgence. But grievances, according to

former camp residents, were generally short lived and those who may have been
at odds with one another the night before were usually on friendly terms the next

day (Herb Maker, personal interview). Whatever the turn of events, both written

and oral sources testify to the enjoyment that such occasions offered (Bend
Bulletin, Oct. 4, 1921; Shevlin Equalizer, Dec. 1921:4; Feb. 1922:4; April 1923:15;

LaDessa Walter, Lois Gumpert, Rosanna Duberow, personal interviews).
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During the

1920s,

dances were generally held at the community hail.

Anyone who could play a musical instrument was encouraged to come and provide

music for the dance and apparently there was no lack of local talent. One popular
threesome, known as the "Shevlin Pine-eers" furnished much of the music at such
events (Fig. 7.11). In the

1930s,

this group of camp and woods workers also

performed at such places as the Mayfair theater in Redmond and the Capitol
theater in Bend as well as participating in local radio station amateur hours (Bend

Bulletin, June

12, 1939;

June

26, 1939).

Since the community hail was a place where children often participated in

other activities during the week, parents brought their kids to dances. While
adults enjoyed the social activities surrounding the dance, children entertained

themselves by playing games, using craft supplies to make things or engaged
themselves in other diversions. Such activities often consumed high levels of

energy for children and adults alike, so dinner or refreshments were usually
included as a part of the evening event. People attending the dance generally
brought along some form of food to be served in a potluck style meal (Gumpert,

personal interview). On at least one occasion, however, the main dish took a
slightly more exotic form when several camp residents returned from the coast and

provided the gathering with an. oyster supper (Shevlin Equalizer, Feb.

1922:4).

Refreshments were often served during intermission, around midnight, after which

dancing would again resume and might well continue until the early hours of
Sunday morning. Long before then, however, children had been bedded down in
some out of the way corner of the hall where they could sleep until it was time to
return home (Duberow, Walter, personal interview).

As camps progressed south, cutting their way through the forest in the
1930s

and

1940s,

dances continued to be held at the community hail, although

camp residents began to attend dances in other nearby communities as well.
During the ten years between

1932

and

1942,

while camp was situated near Finley
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Fig. 7.11: The Shevlin "Pine-eers" provided music for
many camp dances, Ca. late 1930s (photo courtesy of Herb
Maker).
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Butte, residents often attended local dances in La Pine or at Grubbs Hall, a dance

hail located half way between Gilchrist and La Pine. Then while the camp was
located at Sununit camp between 1942 and 1947, the Fort Rock Grange Hall was a
popular place to attend community dances (Clint Olson, Jr., personal interview).

Camp residents attended these dances in the same manner as they would

those in their own community. Children were brought along and put down to

sleep as the night wore on, food was brought for refreshments as was the
customary alcoholic beverages. And just as in camp, fights would on occasion

ensue. Yet drunken brawls in adjacent communities were likely the result of
differences in lifestyle rather than simply casual misunderstandings. Although
conflict between cultures is beyond the scope of this study, clearly differences
existed between local communities. In the greater central Oregon area, workers

engaged in logging, ranching, agriculture and tourism were often at odds
concerning utilization of the same limited resources. When groups of people from

opposing industries met under social conditions and alcohol was present,
confrontation might well arise. As long time camp resident Clint Olson, Jr.,
observed, Fort Rock was a great place for the loggers to fight the cowboys"

(personal interview). Such episodes are likely the exception rather than the rule,
however, and tend to appeal to our sense of colorful life among rugged individuals.

Other Activities

Pitching horseshoes was a popular form of entertainment for many residents.
During the 1920s, when several camps were operating simultaneously, individuals
would get together and participate in tournaments between neighboring camps.

Baseball was the all-American sport during the first half of the twentieth
century and living in a logging camp in the middle of the central Oregon forest did

not diminish enthusiasm for the game. Workers would use company equipment to

clear areas near camp to be used as ball fields. Opposing teams might consist of
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bachelors versus married men or in the case of horseshoe tournaments,
arrangements would be made to play teams from nearby company camps. Later,
when the smaller camps were consolidated into one large camp, teams competed

with those from other communities. Herb Maker remembers: "we had a lot of
softball. They built us a baseball diamond and we'd have games all over central
Oregon; Bend, Prineville, Redmond, and Gilchrist" (personal interview).

Like those who lived in more conventional communities, when the people of

Shevlin logging camps were not involved in some group or family activity they
engaged in more solitary diversions. Some might go to the camp library for a little

solitude or to check-out books provided by the county libraries. Others might join
a friend in a game of cards or checkers or talk with a neighbor on the porch of the
family home or the steps of the bachelor bunk houses.

Sometime after the consolidation of camps occurred, in the early 1930s,

tShorty" Wilson, the camp cook, opened a tavern and pool hail (Herb Maker,
personal interview). Men would often gather there to talk and drink beer, play
pool, card games, or try their luck with the several slot machines. Herb Maker
recalls:

the slot machine jackpot was around ten or fifteen dollars. In those
days, that was quite a deal. "Shorty" had poker chips for playing
cards. They were little red pieces of cardboard about two inches long
and an inch wide. Then they made some metal ones too. They'd bet
those chips and "Shorty" or Harry Weaver, every little bit, they'd go
around and the guys'd pay for the cards and things or buy cigarettes
or beer or anything with 'em in the pool hail (personal interview).

By all accounts, the pool hail was a place frequented only by men. None of

the women who gave oral testimony ever entered inside the establishment, nor
were they aware of women that did. Yet, if it was socially unacceptable for women
to patronize the pool hall and enjoy the distractions therein, they had a similar way
of socializing in the form of Florence's Gift Shoppe.
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Florence Olson, the camp time-keeper's wife, opened her gift shop at La
Pine camp in the late 1930s, and it remained in business until after Shevlin-Hixon
was acquired by Brooks-Scanlon (Bend

Bulletin,

June 12, 1939; Clint Olson, Jr.,

personal interview). Mrs. Olson realized that many women in camp sewed, at least

some of their family's clothing, yet there was no place nearby where they could
purchase basic sewing essentials.

Beginning from a humble inventory of fabric,

thread, needles and other sewing notions, her business increased in size and
inventory with each consecutive camp move.

By the mid to late 1940s, the store

occupied nearly an entire company building and included work clothes, a line of

sporting goods, toys, greeting cards, small gifts and a soda fountain with an
accompanying Worlitzer Juke Box. As if to compensate for women's lack of access

to diversions offered by the pool hall, when operations relocated to Summit camp,

Florence installed three slot machines in her store (Clint Olson, Jr., personal
interview). Women would visit the store and browse through the merchandise, and
while their children enjoyed specialties from the soda fountain, wives and mothers

were free to take their chances with the five, ten, and twenty-five cent slot
machines.

Former camp residents remember few community events that occurred
during week nights under normal working circumstances. Time simply did not
allow such activity. Each work morning the camp was awakened at five o'clock by

a locomotive whistle (Maker, Olson, personal interviews). Bachelors were served

breakfast between 5:30 and 6:00 in the dining hail after which they would join up

with family men to travel out to work. On their return to camp at around four
o'clock, they might spend an hour or so at the tavern where they would drink a
beer or two or perhaps play a game of pool. Around 5:30, bachelors would make

their way back to the dining hall for dinner. Having finished dinner, they might

then return to the tavern, pay a visit to the camp library or converse with one
another in bunk rooms or at homes of friends.

After dinner at family homes,
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children would play with neighbor kids or work on homework while parents
discussed the day's events or read the newspaper. But for most camp residents, the

wail of the morning whistle caine early, leaving little time for week night social
occasions. One form of nightly entertainment, however, enjoyed by most members

of the community was listening to the radio (Olson, Duberow, Maker, personal
interviews).

Radios owned by camp residents in the 1920s, were large, cumbersome
gadgets that required the use of batteries (Fig. 7.12). Exterior antennas, perched
atop tall pines, were also a necessity in order to pick up radio stations that were

few and located at great distances. "High climbers" could usually be prevailed
upon when it came to getting people's antennas to the tops of trees (Lois Gumpert,

personal interview). Depending on personal preference, some people chose to
purchase relatively expensive radio sets while others opted to acquire the crystals,

tubes, dials and other parts to build their own. Herb Maker remembers their first
family radio was built by his father.

He put it on an apple box, the dials and everything, and it was the
kind that only had head sets. Two of us would get to share it because
we'd turn one earphone out and listen to it. [It] had a bunch of dials

and you had to tune it in and the squeakin' and squakin'... it was
[terrible]. When you'd get it tuned in, then it was pretty good. Dad
had a little one cylinder engine with a little generator on it and he
charged the radio batteries for everybody in camp. The "A" batteries

and the "B" batteries they were dry celled and they lasted a long
time. It was the six volt battery, like a car battery, that would run
down. People usually had two so they could have one on the charger
while they were usin' the other one. KGO was the main station. I
think that was out of San Francisco. Bend didn't have any. Portland
had KGW, probably. Dad used to pick up some station [that] used to
advertise "Crazy Crystals". He'd pick that station up out of Texas, as I
recall (personal interview).
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Fig. 7.12: Florence Olson listening to the family radio in

Radio programs were a popular form of evening
entertainment. Radios were powered by six volt batteries,
until 1936, when family homes received electricity (photo
1925.

courtesy of LaDessa Walter).
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It was not until they were located at La Pine camp, in the 1930s, that family

homes acquired electricity (Bend

Bulletin,

May

15, 1936).

As a consequence, in

addition to other electrical appliances, such as toasters and mix masters, camp

residents were now able to use smaller, more reliable electric radios in their
homes and bunk rooms. But whether they were the new electric models or the
older battery operated ones, radios provided camp inhabitants with an important
means of communication and nightly entertainment. They supplied a rapid means
of learning about events occurring outside the region or music, story-line programs

and sports events for entertainment. Ultimately, radios also had a way of bringing
people together. As one long time camp resident noted, "if there was anything like

a Joe Louis or other prize fight, the guys would all be gathered together to listen.

And if they didn't have a radio, they'd go to the neighbors" (Rosanna Duberow
personal interview).

Women's Activities

Only a few jobs were available for wives in the logging camps. Some
worked as secretaries at the camp office or acquired jobs at the grocery store or
post office (Fig.

7.13).

Still others found gainful employment as cook house

waitresses or by mending and washing bachelors clothing (Lois Gumpert, Clint
Olson, Jr. personal communication). But for most wives, tending to the needs of
husbands and children while living in a forest environment created plenty of work
(Fig. 7.14).

Without the convenience of modern appliances, housewives were

restricted to doing things "the hard way" (Rosanna Duberow personal
communication). They scrubbed floors and walls, washed loads of laundry in
galvanized tubs or gasoline operated machines, spent hours ironing and mending

clothing, cooking meals, sewing items for the home, and canning fruit and
vegetables. Despite the domestic workload, women found time to socialize. They'd

visit one another in their homes and talk over a cup of coffee or work together
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Fig. 7.13: Few jobs were available for wives in logging camps.
Some worked as secretaries at the camp office or acquired jobs at
the store, post office, or as waitresses in the company cook house
and dining rooms, ca. late 1940s (photo courtesy of Clint Olson, Jr.)

Fig. 7.14: Most women remained at home taking care of family needs
and household chores, ca. 1948 (photo courtesy of Clint Olson, Jr.).
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making quilts (Rosanna Duberow). Occasionally, groups would gather at Tilliciim

Hall; a building in camp used for socializing, where they'd visit, play cards,
exchange recipes, share information and get acquainted with new arrivals to camp
(Walter). Once or twice a month the county home extension would come to camp

and teach classes in sewing or cooking, child care, nutrition, first aide and so on.

But for the most part, as Lois Gumpert recalls, "keeping house kept them pretty
busy. Mom was always [there] when you'd come home from school and dinner was
cooking when the fellas came in from work" (personal communication).
Children

People who grew up in the Shevlin camps have fond memories of their
childhood. Because houses were small, children spent much of their time playing

out side and in the adjacent forest. Yet despite the often remote setting, children
were given considerable freedom and rarely suffered from lack of something to do.

They played "Annie Over" and "Run Sheep Run" or would swing from numerous

rope swings suspended around camp (Lois Gumpert personal communication).
Sometimes kids would dig tunnels with blind alleys and places to hide or build
miniature log cabins (Clint Olson,Jr., Lois Gumpert personal communication).

By the 1930s, increasing numbers of children had acquired bicycles and

riding around camp and through the forest was a popular pastime (Lee Maker,
Rosanna Duberow personal communication). Although former camp residents
admit that roads "sometimes got a little wash-boardy", the main streets in camp
offered a fairly good biking surface because they were "always well packed arid
well graded" (Clint Olson, Jr. personal communication). In contrast to this view,

Lee Maker claims the only regret he had about growing up in Shevlin's logging

camps was that roads did not "have the nice cement to ride on like kids had in
Bend" (personal communication). A lack of pavement, however, did not deter
children from exploring the countryside. Clint Olson, Jr. recalled that "when we
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were down at La Pine camp we would ride up to Paulina Lake. Our camp was
located at about four thousand feet and Paulina Lake is about seven thousand feet.

It's quite a hill. II used to burn-out brakes comm

down that hill" (personal

communication).

Baseball was a favorite pastime among boys and there was always a game

being played somewhere near camp (Herb Maker personal communication). But

for real excitement, the boys occasionally liked to cut a tree half way through,
climb the tree, then have a friend finish cutting it, so they could ride the faffing

tree to the ground (Lee Maker personal communication). According to oral
testimony, when the boy's were lucky, they landed on top of the tree.

George Redden was encouraged by Shevlin-Hixon to provide spiritual
guidance for camp residents so inclined. But in addition to his evangelical services,

Redden also developed activities in which camp children could regularly
participate. Former camp residents remember George as a congenial man who for

years conducted summer school activities that included bible stories, arts and
crafts, and musical programs where everyone learned to sing with gusto (Duberow

personal communication). He also started a boy's club known as the "Friendly
Indians" (Lee and Herb Maker personal communication). Similar to Boy Scouts,

but without the merit badges, members of the Friendly Indians participated in
extended trips away from home--camping, boating, hiking and fishing. Herb and
Lee Maker took part in a number of those outings and recall, "George had a big ol'

car that we'd all get in. Then we'd tow a boat on a trailer and fill the boat up with
kids and go up to Cultus Lake. We'd probably stay out for three or four weeks, or
until our food got down." (personal communication)
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CURRENT CAMP CONDITIONS

For thirty-five years, the woods south of Bend, Oregon, were alive with the

activities of men, women, and children who lived in the railroad logging
commimities and worked in the woods of the Shevlin-Hixon Company. On any

given day, the air around those camps was thick with the sounds of playing
children and busy housewives, while out in the forest came the roar of machinery,

the ring of axes, and the clatter of logging locomotives as they pulled loads of
timber out of the woods to the mill in Bend.

Camp sites appear very different from what they did fifty, sixty, seventy, or

more years ago. Today, those places that hundreds of people once called home are

generally obscured by stands of second growth timber. Most of the once abundant

ponderosa described in the written and oral accounts are no longer extant.
Instead, they have been replaced by young, often dense stands of lodgepole pine.

Because camps were designed to be transported by train to new locations,
buildings are not present at site locations. Nevertheless, numerous features,
remnants of structures, and artifacts remain to attest to a large population of
people who once lived in the midst of the forest.

Refuse Dumps

Camp dumps are extensive features that consist of both domestic and
industrial refuse (Fig. 8.1). Because they are situated among stands of second
growth forests, many of the dumps are now partially obscured by a mantle of pine

needle duff Although their depth is unknown, past and recent activities by relic
hunters indicate some refuse dumps are quite deep. Most of the surface artifacts
are bulk-size tin cans that were likely associated with the cook house (Fig. 8.2). At
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Fig. 8.1: Camp garbage dumps are often broad-acre features that
consist of both domestic and industrial refuse.

Fig. 8.2: Much of the surface materials at camp dumps consist of
bulk-size tin cans and other items associated with the cook house.
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camp sites before 1932, the majority of these large cans appear to have been
opened by puncturing or slicing the top of the can with a kitchen knife or cleaver.

Other materials likely to be encountered at dump sites might include, but not be
limited to, pocket tobacco tins with external closure lids, cone-top and "keg" beer

cans, fragments of white grarntew are place settings from company dining rooms

and patterned place settings from individual households, portions of toys,
remnants of clothing and footwear, kitchen utensils, broken furniture, tires, car
bodies, pieces of machinery and so on. Two types of artifacts that were apparently

abundant at the surface of camp dumps, but now obviously missing, are bottles

and jars. Thousands of glass fragments are present but few examples of whole

containers remain. Numerous holes illegally excavated by bottle collectors,

however, indicate that various styles of unbroken bottles may still exist in
undisturbed levels of subsurface deposits.

Slop Holes and Root Cellars

Slop holes and root cellars are subterranean features that were closely
associated with family homes. Camp residents of the Shevlin-Hixon Company used

both features until the mid 1930s, when above-ground storage units began to
gradually replace the sub-surface cellars. Oral history testimony indicates that

few subterranean cellars were used at Summit camp (1942-1947) and that by

Chemult camp their use had been completely discontinued (Clint Olson, Jr.
personal communication).

Typically identified by slight surface depressions, the features are two of the

few markers that indicate where family homes were once located in ShevlinHixon's early logging camps. For the most part, the remnants of root cellars have

generally been left undisturbed. With the passage of time, their interior structure
has collapsed and the depression refilled with surrounding soils, rock, and forest

litter. In some instances, the rocks that were encountered during a cellar's
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excavation can be detected where they were placed around the depression opening

at the time of construction. In a few places, cellar infrastructures can be seen
protruding through the surface of partially filled depressions (Fig. 8.3).

Unlike root cellars, slop holes have been notoriously preyed upon over the

years for the contents they possess. Slop hole depressions are literally riddled
with pot holes illegally excavated by relic hunters in search of collectibles. The
back dirt and surrounding ground surface at such locations is usually strewn with

bottles, broken glass, and ceramics as well as pieces of metal and fragments of

bone and synthetic materials (Fig. 8.4). Indeed, a number of oral history
participants maintain that the bulk of cultural materials broadcast across former
logging camps is the result of bottle collecting activities during the past twenty to

thirty years (Fig. 8.5) (Herb and Lee Maker, Lois Gumpert, Clint Olson, Jr.
personal communication).

Railroad Grades

Railroad grades are also common throughout the remains of ShevlinHixon's logging camps and beyond. Features associated with the grades include
cuts, fills, and borrow pits. Although the vast majority of grades lack ties, in some
instances, they are still found in place or in small piles adjacent to a grade. Besides

ties, other artifacts often encountered along grades include tie plates, angle bars

also referred to as splice plates, nuts and bolts used for connecting splice plates
and rails, and metal spikes.

Remnants of railroad logging systems are in a constant state of flux and

upheaval. As second growth forests overtake and reclaim them, cuts, fills, and
borrow pits erode, dissolve, and fill-in while decaying ties are gradually displaced.
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Fig. 8.3: The infrastructure of a camp cellar protruding through the
surface of a partially filled depression.
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Camp slop holes have been notoriously
preyed upon over the years for the contents they
Fig. 8.4:

possess. Numerous slop hole locations are literally

riddled with pot holes illegally excavated by relic
collectors.
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Fig. 8.5: Oral history participants maintain that much of the
cultural materials broadcast across former logging camps are the
result of bottle collecting activities during the past twenty to thirty
years.
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Historical Archaeology and Oral History Testinwny

On numerous occasions over the past years, the author has had the
opportunity to visit and record a number of railroad logging camps while working

for the U. S. Forest Service. Some of those camps belonged to the Shevlin-Hixon
Company. Remains of railroad logging camps are extremely complex. Numerous

features and clusters of materials lay in various stages of deterioration amidst a
dense scatter of cultural debris that is dispersed over a broad area. To complicate

matters further, deposits of subsurface materials have often been displaced and
smeared by artifact collectors while other materials are obscured by a thick cover

of pine needle duff and other forest litter. Consequently, recording surface
materials at railroad logging camps generally leave investigators with an
overwhelming feeling of inadequacy as they attempt to document the

site.

To add

insult to injury, once cultural materials have been inventoried and recorded,
surveyors still leave the site with few ideas about various mystery features, how
camp structures were arranged, or the quality of life camps offered their residents.
Recently the author visited Shevlin-Hixon's Cliff camp (see Fig. 5.1 and 6.3)

with long-time camp resident Lee Maker. The purpose of the trip was to get a
"sense" about what things were and how buildings and structures had been
organized and distributed across camp. The excursion was an invaluable learning
experience.

Although the environmental and cultural setting had changed

dramatically from the time the camp was occupied over sixty-five years ago, Mr.
Maker was able to orient himself by a number of natural features. As we walked
through the second growth forest, Lee often stopped and explained the purpose of
an object, feature, or location. Over the space of several hours, Lee identified the

location of Cliff camp's refuse dump, water tower, pig pens, horse barn, tractor
shed, school house and baseball field, cook house and dining rooms. He explained

the construction of slop holes and root cellars and their alignment with family
homes. At one point, we stopped at an open space in the forest, and using his foot
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to clear away the pine needle duH Lee revealed a grayish-black, asphalt-like
material. Looking across the opening, Lee said, "trees don't grow very well here
because of this stuff. It's a combination of oil and sand. In the summer time, when

it's hot, you can smell the odor of petroleum. This is where the round house used

to be" (Fig. 8.6 and 8.7). The round house, of course, was where the logging
locomotives were stored. Long and rectangular, the structures could accommodate

as many as three to four engines. Continual dripping and spillage of locomotive
fluids, when combined with sand from the engines' "domes" and pumice in local

soils, formed a mass of thin, flat concretion on the forest floor where the round
house once stood. With the passage of time, the hard surface was covered with a
thin layer of pine needles. The tell-tale sign, that might easily go unrecognized at

such a site, was the conspicuous open area in an otherwise relatively dense stand
of second growth timber.

Mr. Maker also identified isolated sections of an old wooden water pipe
wrapped in metal wire. Apparently, the pipe was a part of the overflow system

that provided water to the pig pens from the water tower; two structures that
were separated by a distance of a couple hundred yards (Fig. 8.8 and 8.9).

Talking as we walked along, Lee abruptly stopped and bending down,
picked up a small, thin, round white, ceramic object. Turning to me, he asked if I

knew what the object was. Naturally, I didn't have a clue. With a wry smile he
handed me the small disk and said, "that's a poker chip the men used when they
played cards at the camp tavern. As kids, we used to get 'em and drill a hole in 'em.
Then we'd slot the hole and use the things as whistles".

As we made our way back to the truck, we made one last stop along the
ridge of a long slope not far from the camp dump. Running the length of the slope

for a distance of about 150 feet, was a badly decayed, narrow, trough-like
structure. Again, Lee asked if I knew what the structure was. I told him that if I
had been out here on a survey and came across it, and knowing that animals had
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Fig. 8.6: Small clearing in the forest where a camp round house
once stood.

Fig. 8.7: The forest floor, where round houses were located, is
usually covered with a hard grayish-black, asphalt-like material
that formed due to continual mixing of locomotive fluids and local
soils.

I:

Fig. 8.8: Remnants of pig pens from a late 1920s Shevlin-Hixon
logging camp.

Fig. 8.9: A section of wooden water pipe with coiled metal ribbing.
The pipe was part of an overflow system that provided water to pig
pens from the camp water tower.
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been present in the camp, I might venture to guess the structure had been used as
some sort of feed trough. Having considered that thought for a moment, however, I

changed my assessment, since anything placed in the trough would quickly work

its way to the bottom of the slope. In the end, I told him, I would probably just
describe the remains of the structure in terms of its length, width, the height of its

sides and it construction materials. Lee nodded and said, "this was the camp ski-

jump. When we lived out here in the late '20s the thing was supported off the
ground by stilts. You can see a little bit of what's left of it under the ramp".

The point to this brief discussion is that oral history testimony, by informed

individuals, is an important component of historical research. In some cases, it is

the only information available about certain people, places, and events. Much of
what we now know about Shevlin-Hixon railroad logging camps would not have
been possible were it not for the hours spent with oral history participants.

Cultural Materiah and the Law

It is obvious from the evidence present at such sites that remnants of
railroad logging camps have been and continue to be popular among artifact
collectors. Although cultural resource law is beyond the scope of this study, it
should be noted that all archaeological sites, prehistoric or historical, located in or

on public lands or waters are protected by a suite of federal laws. Legislation

particularly pertinent to protection and preservation of archaeological and
historical sites include:

Organic Administration Act (1897)
Antiquities Act (1906)
Historic Sites Act (1935)
Reservoir Salvage Act (1960)
National Historic Preservation Act (1966); with Amendments (1980)
Executive Order 11593 (1971)
Historical and Archaeological Data Preservation Act (1974)
American Indian Religious Freedom Act (1978)
Archaeological Resources Protection Act (1979)
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Abandoned Shipwrecked Act (1988)
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (1991)
Executive Order 13007 (1996)

These laws may be used either singly or in tandem when prosecuting individuals
accused of illegal activities. Furthermore, persons convicted of illegally collecting

cultural materials or in anyway disturbing archaeological sites, are subject to
relatively stiff fines, confiscation of private property, and/or civil penalties in the
form of j all sentences.

On a more positive note, the cultural materials and features at an
archaeological site are non-renewable resources that constitute the stuff by which

archaeologists, historians, and members of other professional disciplines attempt

to answer questions about possible past human lifeways. How and where
materials are located at a site, their association with one another or lack of
association, provides valuable information about who the people were that
occupied the site, where they came from and when, what they were doing there
and why they may have left. As site materials disintegrate, or if they get up and

walk off, gaps form in the archaeological record resulting in a less complete
picture about past human activity. Ultimately, because we are all a part of the
human experience, all sites and the materials therein, are about us.

Individuals interested in learning more about cultural resource laws or
protecting and preserving our cultural heritage are urged to contact archaeologists

at federal land managing agencies (Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management,
etc.) or at colleges and universities.
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SUMMARY
From 1916 to 1950, the Shevlin-Hixon Company cut its way through the
ponderosa forests of central Oregon. To exploit timber lands and to keep workers
close to logging operations, the company used railroad logging camps that could be
quickly and easily transported from one location to another.

During its first sixteen years of production, the company generally operated
one or two large camps at low elevations during the winter. But with the arrival of

spring, camps were usually split into three and sometimes four separate units. As
weather conditions improved, some camps moved to company timber holdings at
higher elevations, while the others continued cutting where they were, so long as
nearby timber supplies held out. Thus, camp movement during this early period
of production was not only dictated by the distance between logging operations and
camp, but also by accessibility to timber at higher elevations.

The hard times of the Great Depression forced Shevlin-Hixon to modi1y its

method of harvesting timber, in the early 1930s. As demands for lumber
diminished, timber cutting was reduced. Because it was no longer necessary to
operate several relatively mobile logging camps, they were consolidated into one

large woods community. Larger and more sedentary, these camps set the pattern
for the next two decades. La Pine camp was occupied from 1932 to 1942; Summit
camp from 1942 to 1947; and Chemult Camp from 1947 until Shevlin-Hixon sold its

central Oregon holdings to Brooks-Scanlon, Inc., in 1950.

Although Shevlin-Hixon changed its method of logging timber from using

several smaller camps that relocated regularly to a single large camp that
remained in one place over an extended period of time, the way buildings were

distributed throughout various camps was fairly consistent. Oral and written
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accounts indicate that buildings were organized in two large clusters, with smaller

groupings of buildings scattered around the periphery of camp. The two primary
arrangements of buildings included first, the family residential area, and secondly,
the business section of camp.

Until 1932, family homes were unloaded from railroad cars and placed

parallel to railroad tracks. This arrangement ended with La Pine camp, where
houses were off-loaded and yarded by tractors to selected locations that conformed

to a predetermined town plat. When possible family homes within the residential
area were also laid-out according to the wishes of individual camp residents; some

preferring to live next door to friends or relatives. Oral history participants also
indicate that in early the camps people of a particular ethnic background chose to

live near each other in the same section of camp. Although it is not known for
certain, it is likely that schoolhouses were situated in close proximity to family
residential areas.

The second large cluster of buildings consisted of the business section.
Unlike family houses, the vast majority of buildings associated with this area
remained on flatcars. In early camps, these structures included, but may not have

been limited to, the camp office, bachelors' quarters, cook house and dinning
rooms, bath house and power plant, recreation hail, camp store, round house, and

various buildings for storage. A post office was added, in 1931, and tavern/pool
ball, gift shop, appliance store, soda fountain, beauty salon, barber shop, and gas

station by the mid to late 1930s. Although it is not known how far away family

homes were situated from the business area in most camps, oral testimony

indicates that at La Pine, Summit and Chemult camps, the two areas were
separated by a distance of about "two to three city blocks".

In addition to the two main clusters of buildings present in

all

camps, a

number of other structures existed, either singly or in small groups around the

outer margins of each camp. These may have included a pump house, water
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tower, cable sheds, machine shop, saw filing sheds, and so on. Some, but possibly

not all, early camps would have had accommodations for animals. For example,
Cliff camp may have maintained as many 100 pigs, while some camps during the

1920s kept thirty teams of horses for logging operations (to give a fuller
appreciation of the number of horses this involved, four horses made one team).

Not only would animals have required buildings and corrals for shelter and
containment, but other structures as well for butchering and processing hogs, a
blacksmith shop for shoeing horses, and sheds for horse tack and feed storage.

Horses and hogs were no longer kept in camps after the early 1930s.

Consequently, buildings that served their particular needs were no longer
necessary. Nevertheless, changes in technology during the 1930s and 1940s

required additional buildings for caterpillars, trucks, buses, and electrical
generators. Where these various outlying buildings and structures were located in
relation to the rest of camp, with the exception of Summit camp (see Plate I), is not
known.

Numerous histories have been written about the timber industry. Yet,
detailed information about what life was like in railroad logging camps is not
available. Consequently, it is difficult to know whether camps of the Shevlin-

Hixon Company were typical of railroad logging outfits in the Pacific Northwest
during the first half of the twentieth century.

What is now known about Shevlin-Hixon camps is that workers were
composed of both single and married Caucasian men. Bachelors tended to be a
more mobile group of laborers, whereas men with families represented a more
stable work force. The number of men, women, and children residing at camps
ranged between 150 or more at each camp during the early years of production, to
as many as 600 to 700 persons in camps after 1932.

Shevlin-Hixon took a paternalistic approach toward its camp employees,

particularly men with families. Although camp conditions might be considered
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somewhat austere by the standards of the present, in their own day they offered a

variety of locations for leisure activities and social functions that rivaled other,

more conventional rural communities.

They provided in-camp schools for

elementary aged children, weekly church services, movies, a post office, and small

library. Residents formed entertainment committees that scheduled community
dances, parties, potluck dinners, and other activities that were held at the camp

recreation hail. Employees were also free to use company equipment to clear
areas for baseball fields and horseshoe pits during the summer, and groom ski and

toboggan runs in the winter. Beginning in the early 1930s, men fraternized at the
camp tavern and pool hail while women enjoyed the gift shop, soda fountain, and

beauty salon. Furthermore, by the mid 1930s, family homes had indoor plumbing
and electricity. By contrast, numerous rural communities in central Oregon did not
receive electricity until The Dalles dam went on line in the 1950s (Ferguson 1978).

Rajala maintains (1989 168-179), that in an effort to encourage a more
stable work force and avoid labor problems, numerous West Coast logging outfits

offered similar incentives to camp employees during the 1920s and 30s. Shevlin-

Hixon's efforts apparently paid off. In an industry plagued by worker discontent

that periodically culminated in strikes and company lock-outs, Shevlin-Hixon
operations never shut-down due to labor disputes.

The company's magnanimous attitude toward its employees, however, was

not without expectations. Woods work was hard, dirty, and dangerous and

company management expected employees to earn their keep. The late Clint

Olson, Jr., who lived in Shevlin logging camps for nearly twenty-five years
remembered, "They always operated that big fear of your losing your job, and the
woods boss would (ladmonish workers] saying, All I want to see from you

guys

out

there is ass holes and elbows" (personal communication).

Railroad logging camps were once common throughout the forests of the

Pacific Northwest and contributed much to Mnerican culture. Yet they have
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generally been neglected by historians, anthropologists, and archaeologists. Due
to this neglect, little has been known about why, when, and where camps moved,
what their spatial configuration might have been, or the quality of life they offered
their residents.

This case study, of Shevlin-Hixon railroad logging camps, provides the

beginning of an understanding about life in those transportable communities.
Information presented here about settlement patterns, location of structures, food

storage systems, methods of refuse disposal, and animal husbandry provides
archaeologists with a model for future investigation. By extension, analysis of
cultural materials encountered during field testing at logging camp sites could

yield significant information to our understanding about the environment,
chronology, the daily diet of camp residents, technology, economy, and social
conditions. Similarly, testimony furnished by oral history participants, when

combined with historical literature, archival photographs, and reconstructed maps

can provide historians and anthropologists with baseline information about local

resource utilization, modes of production, social conditions and organization,

religious affiliations, family composition, gender roles, ethnicity, and
labor/management relations. Armed with this information, researchers will be
better equipped to interpret railroad communities in other locations.
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APPENDIX GLOSSARY

Bight: In logging, a bay or sag or bend in a wire rope, particularly as it lies on the
ground. When straightened out by a sudden pull, the bight will lash any man or
anything inside the bow. This is a common cause of "accident", frequently fatal.
Hence to be in the bight is to be in a dangerous position.

Choker Setter: On a logging crew, the next step above the beginning job of
whistle punk. The choker setter puts the wire choker around logs to be yarded.
Sometimes he is called a rigging man, sometimes a rigging slinger.

Clyde: A self-propelled steam skidder used in early railroad logging. Generally
used a boom at each end in light timber, only one boom in heavy timber.

Freshet: Spring flood used as a means of getting logs to the mill.

Gandy Dancer: (a) A section hand. The "gandy dance" was the movement made
in tamping ties. (b) A name given to Hindus working on the dock at the end of the
flume. When something went haywire and logs or lumber started to fly around,
they would scatter in all directions and their awkward running movement was
called gandy (Gandhi?) dancing.

High lead: The widely used system of logging using a spar tree which carries the
main line and haulback cables through blocks high above the ground. Developed

from rigging used on masts aboard ships, and improved from the tree rigged
Lidgerwood skidder. The high lead was a great advance over the low lead, or
ground lead method which it replaced, because in the latter the logs were merely
dragged on the ground and hung up on every rock and stump. One of the earliest
high leads was rigged at Discovery Bay near Port Townsend in 1906 by the Gardner
Timber and Lumber Company. Ten years later it was used everywhere on the
West Coast.

High Wheels/Big Wheels: Various types of two-wheeled log-haulers used in the
pine country to bring logs from woods to landing or to mill. Diameter of wheels
ranged from eight to twelve feet.

Hooker: (a) A hook tender, the foreman of a yarding crew. In early days he
tended the grab hooks used in hooking logs together for a pull to the landing; or
he told other men what logs to hook. (b) The head man of the choker crew on a
skidder.

Hostler: Originally a man who helped the barn boss; later he became the man
who lit fires and got steam up on train locomotives; now the term is loosely used to
mean a variety of machine tenders and mechanics.
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Landing: Supposedly flat ground to which logs are yarded, to be loaded on cars
or trucks; a collecting point for logs, and the center of operations on a logging
show.

Lidgerwood: The famous big skidder; a larger powerful machine used both for
skidding and loading. A great log getter. Some types carried a folding steel tower,
others were tree rigged. The machine was usually mounted on a big railroad car
with swivel trucks so the skidder could be set off on short tracks at right angles to
the main line, to keep clear of traflic.

Logging Arch: A trailer to be pulled behind a tractor. The arch itself may be
mounted on tracks similar to the tractor, or on very stout rubber tired wheels.
Logs are snubbed up under the arch, front ends free of the ground to make
skidding easier.

Logging Railroad: When the timber was all cut away from the water, and bull
teams had to haul logs long distances, they became expensive to operate. Logging
railroads were the answer, and they were the prime movers of logs in the Pacific
Northwest from the 1890s to the 1930s. At the height of the logging rai]road era

there were over 460 railroads, over 6,700 miles of track, and some 1,230
locomotives. This was in the mid 1920s. Every big camp at one time was a railroad
show, and because they were big they came to the end of the road faster. It took a

tremendous quantity of trees to support such a railroad, and eventually they ran
out of timber. The depression also shut down a lot of railroad logging, and by the
time it was over, trucks had so greatly improved that the logging railroad began to
fade away very quickly. Another reason for its passing is the increasingly rough
ground as operations moved further and further into the mountains. Logging
railroad construction is exceedingly costly on rough ground and it is much cheaper
to put in summer roads on the dirt. In 1954 there were only about 30 companies in
the West Coast states owning railroads, and practically none of these were still
used as in the old days, that is, building a temporary spur to each landing. Almost
all were main line hauls, operating from fixed reload points out to the log dump or
to a common carrier connection.

Low Lead/Ground Lead: Yarding logs by steam donkey from the woods to the
landing on the surface of the ground.

Mainline: (a) The main road or railroad on a logging show. (b) The hauling cable
in skidder logging.

Rigging Slinger: The head man working on the rigging crew; he spots the
rigging where he wants to get the next turn, directs the choker setters, is next in
line to the hooker. To make it confusing, the term is also applied to any man
working on the rigging under the rigging slinger.

Splash: To move logs down river by use of a splash dam.
Steel Gang: A crew which laid down and took up logging railroads, building spurs
to new landings, etc. Sometimes used to mean section crew.
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Toggle Knocker: A man who knocked logs loose from the binder chain,
especially when working with high wheels.

Turn: A number of logs brought to the landing at one time by high wheels, cable,
or caterpillar.

Whistle Punk: The man or boy who passes signals from the rigging slinger or
choker setter to the skidder engineer when yarding logs. This is the starting job in
a logging crew, and a lot of fun is made of a green whistle punk; but if he makes a
mistake in signals there will be some dead choker setter.

Widow Maker: A loose limb or top, or piece of bark which may fall on a logger
working beneath it.

The preceding glossary is based on listings from:

Woods Words: A Comprehensive Dictionary of Logger Terms, by Walter F.

MeCulloch. The Oregon Historical Society and the Champoeg Press, 1958.
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